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The Gardner-Richardson Company, Middle -
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Application April 12, 1943, Serial No. 482,806

19 Claims. (CL 93—6)

Our invention has for its principal object the
provision of a machine for forming up, Ailing and
closing a type of boxboard carton for which the
usual rilling and sealing mechanism is not avail-

able. The carton itself is not herein claimed, but
it will be described since an understanding of its

nature is necessary to an understanding of the
present invention. Generally characterized, it is

a tubular carton having (preferably) at one end
the usual seal end construction, but at the other
a cover , member, articulated to the body of the
carton and swingable from a closed to an open
position. When the cover is in closed position,

coacting parts effect a retention of the cover in
that position and offer a substantial resistance
to the opening of the cover. The action is auto-
matic, and the carton may be opened and closed
indefinitely, within the wear-strength of the
board from which It is made.
^e.exemplary„cartQn,emp& of

illustratioji_herein is one intended for usg_as a
pocket container for pipe and cigarette tobaccor~
It will be un-gerstoooynowever, thaTthe cartQfT*

oB-^glyen vartdus""slzes ana snapes"~for~amay
YjrieJauafjases. Various subcombinations of the
apparatus and method herein disclosed may be
employed In treating cartons of other types than
the exemplary one, and in this event the body
of the carton may be widely changed through a
variety of known types, as well as the nature of
the bottom end closure; Also our invention in
some of its aspects is applicable to the formation
of top end closures of modified type with or with-
out the automatic feature mentioned above. Clo-
sures having the automatic feature will herein-

.
alter be referred to for convenience as "click top"

.
closures.

it is an object of our invention to provide means
and a method for forming a click top closure on
a carton. . _ -

;

It is an object of our invention to provide a
means and method effective for erecting a carton,
filling It; closing and sealing the bottom end,
forming a click top structure, closing the top, and
delivering the finished package, as a series of in-

terconnected steps.

Since the formation of the click-top closure in-

volves the making of a plurality of folds in a plu-
rality of directions, It is an object of our invention
to simplify the formation of these folds by me-
chanical means, and more particularly to cor-

relate the operations so that the formation of cer-

tain folds Is a factor in the formation of others,

as:will hereinafter be explained.
.

' These.and other Objects of our invention, which

will be later set forth or will be apparent to one
skilled in the art upon reading these specifica-

tions, we accomplish by that certain construction

and arrangement of parts and by that mode of

5 operation, of which we shall now describe an ex-

emplary embodiment. Reference is made to the
drawings which form a part hereof and in which:
Figure 1 is a plan view of the blank for the ex-

emplary carton.

10 Figure 2 is a plan view of the carton in tubed
condition, i. e. in the form in which it may be de-
livered to our machine.

Figures 3 to 11 inclusive are perspective views

of the carton showing the several operations per-

15 formed by the machine.
Figure 12 Is a partial sectional view showing the

relationship of a feeder to a conveyor for the car-
tons.

;

Figure 13 is a similar view showing the -action

20 of erecting fingers which we prefer to provide.

Figures 14, 15, 16 and 17 are partial plan views
taken along the length of the machine, to be taken
together and in the order in which the figures are
numbered.

25 Figure 18 is an elevatiorialview of the entering
portion of the machine.

Figure 19 is a fragmentary elevation showing
cam mechanism for operating the carton feeder
and erecting fingers.

30 Blgure 20 is a transverse section taken along the
line 20—20 of Figure 18, and showing mechanism
concerned with the operation of feeding contents
into cartons.

Figure 21 is a sectional view of the machine

35 taken along the line 21—21 of Figure 15, and re-

lating to the folding of bottom flaps.

Figure 22 is a section taken along the line

22^—22 of Figure 15, and relating to a gluing op-
eration.

'

40 Figure 23 is a longitudinal section on an en-
larged scale taken of the portion of the machine
shown at the left hand end of Figure 16. .

Figure 24 is a section related to the line 24—24
of Figure 16. \

45 Figure .25 is a partial, longitudinal sectional
view. of instrumentalities at the delivery end of
the machine.
Figure 26 is a partial end elevation of the de-

livery end of the machine.

50 In the blank for the exemplary carton, as shown
in Figure 1, four body walls !, 2, 3 and 4 are ar-

ticulated together by score lines shown as dotted
lines. A glue flap 3 is articulated to the wall 4.

At the lower ends of the body walls, there are seal-

55 ing flaps of usual form, indicated at 6, 7, 8 and 9.
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To the top of the front body wall 3 there is articu-
lated a click flap 10, the function of which will
hereinafter be described. To the top of the back
body wall I, there is articulated a cover top wall
1 1", to which, in turn, Is articulated a cover front
wall 12, bearing an abutment flap 13. Cover side
walls 14 and 15 are articulated to the cover front
wall 12; and these bear glue tabs 16 and IT which
are ultimately to be attached to the cover top
wall ||.

Tne carton blank is manufactured in the usual
fashion by providing boxboard, printing itas may
be desired, and sending it through a cutting and
scoring press. The completed blank, -(as shown

10

walls 14 and 15, but not by mechanical means
acting directly on the glue tabs IG and 17. The
operation is mechanically a simple one. We are
thus able to leave our glue tabs 13 and 17 free for
the application of glue, (which is indicated by
stipple marks) ; tout we avoid the necessity of
moving folding means acting on -the glue tabs.
The reason why the glue tabs rise to the posi-
tion shown in Figure 8 is that the board lacks
c

.

oniI
?
lete resiliency, .and when the cover side walls

•Kave been'rbent over into superposed relationship
with the glue tabs (as in Fig,
. 7) and then bent
iback <as in Fig. 3), the glue tabs spring away

in m^ViV'mnv¥h^T^^i^J;w^ u"v ^eWhat fibm the cover side walls, but will not

ssastssaessnrvsss : ••-»***^--p">i-~ ftsss
is done, the blank is in the flat form shown in

side -walls 14 and 15 are bent upwardly with re-
spect to the cover front wall 12 (as shown inn. « „ ™ v — aywi, to me cover irons wail iz (as shown in

ZSStJESSit&^Z&T^Z » 3E» 9>'^Jlue tabs .. and „ are= £suitable attachment, or by means of a separate
machine, we prefer to fold over the abutment flap
13 and glue it to the cover front wall 1 2. In this
condition the collapsed cartons are shipped to the
manufacturer of the goods to be packaged in
them.
A consideration of the steps through which the

carton passes in our machine will Indicate our
manner of operating upon the carton, and will
help in an understanding of the mechanism sub-
sequently described. T£e_first operation is that
of erecting or squaringTup":^hTTuhu^
v̂ eTel3TTns

;
brought into foe

-

condition,^own
in figure VTKeHTthe bottom end sealing flaps

-extend inwardly -and toward ^each other, still
without -foe' necessity -of folding means acting
mrectlyupon them. -If^fiow. the -cover front wall
is

;
bent iipwarfe with respect to'the cover top

25 wall 4i, m shown^ in Figure 10, the various cover
parts will assume their final relative relation-
ship, with the • glue -tahs located Inside the cover
top wall, ^hey may -how be pressed against the
cover top wall 1-1. -It remains to close the cover

30 as slidwn In Figure '•'

11, whereupon the filled an

d

closed -carton -is complete -as such. Needless to
say, it may be stibsequehtly wrapped, as in Cello-
phane where this is desired; arid in the packag-
ing of tobacco -products it will be usual to affix afl

H

'

Z Sir ***** Ing oi xooacco products it will be usual to affix a

jcafton body,.throwgjiJtsJ^CT^D^L 3a. Figure 4
a.charge of tobacco previouslTwrapped in paper.
aT^tj%4y^bw^pemg inserted as a unit into"foe
Jjgjjgir^ foe cUck-flalTffi
may turned oyer outwardiy'sb as tbrlie against
foe iront w5D3L '

'

' —
"""When tfie charge of tobacco has been fully in-
serted, operations for closing the bottom of the

must he broken to open the cover of the carton.
With the carton in closed position as in Figure

^
ia i the click-flap *0 Hes inwardly against the
cover front wall 12 a^Sd coplariar or substantially

0 so with the- abutment 13. -Thus -resistance is
offered to the opening of the carton, for the click-
flap ( 0 must -swing -upwardly '-until the abutment
is released. In doing this, it depresses the upper
edge of the front body wall 3 of the carton. Then ... ; . .

— ° —:— r* cw&c ux arout ooay wan * or tne carton. Thecarton are begun. In our operation, one of the 45- ^ten taaj>1^ Its «ov«r opened and closed in-longer sealing -flaps 6 is bent over against the
front wall '3 so as to.get it out jof the way; and the
shorter sealing flaps are 'bent oyer as shown in
Figure 5. The sealing flap 8 may then be bent
upwardly against the sealing flaps 7 and 3 as
shown fcVFfeure 6. While this is being done, the
cover front wall 12 Is heing'bent upwardly carry-
ing with it the cover side walls 14 and 15, which

.
iemain in the plane of the wall 12. This folding

12 has been doubled oyer on its respective glue
tabs 16 and IT. 'During this time also, the fold-
ing downwardly of the hottom sealing flap

J

B may
be begun. A glue application will be madejaot
only to foe^u^-fla^8^ut^^%lm"der

fc

2des oT-(
the glue tabs' ('3 and 17, at the stage of carton
foldingfllustratedln Figure 7

.

Figure 8 illustrates a stage of the -operation
wherein the bottom glue flap 8 has.heen folded
iiito final pbsitibn," (.whereby the bottom closure
and seal is completed), and wherein the cover
front wall tZ has been .folded back again to its

original position. It Will be noted thatthe cover
side walls 14 and 15 are still coplanar with foe
coyer frontwill 12. The result ofthe folding op-
eration is to cause the glue tabs' 16 and 17 to
project upwardly at an angle to the plane ofthe
remainder of the coyer parts. This effect has
been accomplished by folding means-acting upon
foe cover front wall and^foe assbciated coVer side

definitely and :foe click-top -construction and op-
eration is such that the -cover, when closed, will
always toe held in closed position against acciden-
tal^opening.

50 As hereihaoove indicated,: the -cartons- in the
condition shown in Figure 2 -are delivered -to the
machine of our anventioni and are placed in a
feeder •tovstacfeed relationship. SOii£Lfeeder,com~
^prlses^ajhogp^j^a

r -is caused <t& cwcillatfi Ari> n.:fopiju* nr. Hpa , "M If* e+D-« «,i
7 ™. ~ r ~ : ? .

" *u«ah±s ^^^^i9MfiS£«a3^^ which
is continued as .shown in Figure ;7 until the wall 55- ds caused to -bs

to the $^rame-of the machdne, or forming part of
it. The mounting of the pusher plate 2^1 may be
any suitable one. It -may ^ as shown in Figs. 12,
l

:

3 arid I4, :be mounted' in a -cutout in the bed 23,
60 on rollers which ride in grooves in the sides of

the- cutout. The thickness -of the- pusher is not
greater than the normal thickness of the folded
•blank -of -Figure 2. Busher feeders as such are
feown :iri the:'-art, iahd -it will-be -readily under-

65 %tood that as the pusher is withdrawn to ^the left
in Figure 12, so as to come out $rom beneath the
rstaok -6i -cdnapsed.'cartons, the -'Stack .will- descend
:uhtil the lowermost barton >ltes

:

;in; ithe plane of
the pusher. -We prefer to attach ;to iits forward

70 -end stop 'means 25 to prevent 4ihe trailing end of
' the carton : blaiik from -descending too far and
possibly

^
fouling; -on- the -4ingers"hereinafter de-

scribed. TJpoh nibvemeht «of the" pusher " to the
right in Figure 12; the lowermost barton will be

76 umoved •forwardly -and thereby itaken ?:out -of the
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Stack. The hopper Id will keep ;the remainder
of the cartons in the stack..

The cartons are moved through the machine
In erected condition on a conveyor comprising
belts, chains or other flexible moving means, with
blocks spaced on the conveyor to accept the
erected cartons in the spaces between. These
blocks not only insure movement of the cartons
through the machine, but also maintain them
in erected condition. In figures 12 and 13 we
have shown a conveyor comprising a flight of
chains 26 passing over sprockets 27 on a shaft 28.

On the chains are affixed the series of blocks 29.

It will be seen In the figures that erected cartons
30 are engaged between the blocks on the straight
flight of the conveyor. As a collapsed carton 3

1

comes out of the stack under the influence of the
pusher 21, the timing and the distance of travel
of the pusher with respect to the blocks on the
conveyor may be made such (by means of the
shape of the operating cams hereinafter to be
described) that it not only brings the carton 31

against the trailing edge of a block 29, but also

pushes the carton ahead faster than the travel
of the conveyor so as to accomplish a partial
erection of the carton. In this way, the erection
of the carton may be carried on by the combined
action of the pusher and the block to such a
degree that the leading edge of the next suc-
ceeding block, which at this time is traveling in
an arcuate path about the sprockets 27, can en-
gage the carton and, as It swings into the straight
flight of the conveyor, can fully erect it and hold
it against the preceding block.

As the erected cartons move along the conveyor,
an overhead guide or hold down 32 maintains
the cartons between the blocks.

While the operation just described is a me-
chanically simple one, various factors may affect

it. One of these is the matter of change of di-

mensions of parts of the machine with humidity
conditions, especially where such parts are made
of wood. At a time when metals are largely

unobtainable, we have been making our machines
with the use of as much wood as possible, and
have illustrated in our drawings a machine with
large numbers of wooden parts. In the type of
erecting operation Just described dimensional
changes in the blocks 29 tend to affect It in con-
siderable measure, and we prefer the more posi-

tive action of erecting fingers and attendant
mechanism which we will now describe, in suit-

able bearings 33 on uprights 34 of the machine
frame we mount a shaft 36 and to this shaft we
non-rotatably affix erecting fingers 36. The
length of the blocks 29 is somewhat less than the
length of the carton bodies so that the fingers

36 may contact the carton bodies off the ends of

the blocks. In Figure 12, as the carton 31 is

delivered into position to be engaged by the
blocks, the spreader fingers 36 move upwardly
from a position shown in dotted lines to the posi-

tion shown in full lines. During the reverse

movement of the pusher plate 21, as shown In

Figure 3, the fingers 36 engage the carton 31 and
by moving the trailing edge of it forwardly at a
greater speed than the speed of travel of the
blocks, erect the carton as indicated. During
this operation the trailing edge of the carton
is engaged In notches near the ends of the erect-

ing fingers. On the end of the hold down 32 we
prefer to mount a roller 37 in a resilient fashion
so as to prevent the erected or partially erected

cartons from moving upwardly so as to come out
of engagement with the blocks and with the con-

6

10

iff

veyor, and so as to Insure that the erected cartons
will ride properly under the end of the hold down
32. The roller 37 is pivoted on arms 38 which In
turn are pivoted in bracket boxes 39 on the end
of the hold down structure. Within the bracket
box the arms 38 may be provided with a projec-
tion upon which a spring acts as shown, and may
also be provided with another projection which,
coming against an abutment prevents too great
a descent of the roller 37. The hold down proper,
32, is held in position by a bracket or arm 32a,
and the hold down roller may be mounted on a
forward extension of this bracket as at 40. This
extension, as Indicated In Figure 14, may have
projecting portions extending up to or beyond
the roller 37 which also assist in Introducing the
cartons beneath the hold down 32.

The hold down 32, with some interruptions for
the passage of shafts, extends substantially

20 throughout the machine to the delivery end
thereof, as can be seen from a consideration of
Figures 15 to 17 Inclusive.

For the operation of instrumentalities thus far

described we attach certain cams to the driven

25 shaft 28. The character of these cams will be
best understood from Figure 19. A 3-pronged
cam 41 acts upon a cam follower 42 on a lever

43 which is pivoted on a bracket 44 to the ma-
. chine upright 34. The upper end of the lever

80 43 is connected by a linkage 45 to an arm 46

(for the arm see Figure 14) which Is fastened

to the pusher plate 21. To cause the cam fol-

lower 42 to follow the cam we may employ a
spring 47 (shown in Figures 12 and 13) which

35 connects the pusher plate with the end of the
bed 23. We could of course employ a spring

directly upon the lever 43, and in some instances

we have employed, in addition to the pusher
plate spring, a coil spring at the pivot . 44. For
the operation of the erecting fingers 36 we pro-

vide another cam 48 on the shaft. 28. A cam
follower 49 for this cam is affixed to a lever 50

which in turn is non-rotatably fastened to the

erecter finger shaft 35. Another lever 5 1 also

non-rotatably mounted on the shaft 35 is con-
nected to the upright 34 by a tension spring 52

so as to cause the cam follower 49 to follow the

cam 48.

The main conveyor chain or chains 26 extend
to the exit end of the machine and return over a
sprocket or sprockets on a shaft 53 mounted on
the frame of the machine- (see Figure 17). A
motor 54, through a gear box 55 drives the con-
veyor. The conveyor chain 26, of course, drives

the shaft 28 at the entering end of the machine.
As the cartons pass along the conveyor be-

tween the blocks, and beneath the hold down
32, the bottom end closure flaps are bent out-
wardly out of the way, as shown in Figure 4. A
kicker 56 (Figure 14) is employed to knock for-
wardly the leading short bottom sealing flap 7.

This kicker is mounted on one end of a lever

67, pivoted as at 58 on the machine frame, and
having at its other end a depending arm 59. A
cam follower roller 60 is mounted on the end of

the arm, and coacfcs with a cam 6 1 mounted on
the shaft 28. The lever 57 will be provided with
spring means (not. shown) to hold the cam fol-

lower against the cam. The kicker 56 has
beveled sides as shown. The timing is such that

the kicker rapidly moves toward the carton and
its beveled front edge bends flap 7 forward. The
kicker then stays between flaps 6 and 8 while

75 the carton moves forwardly on the conveyor so

40

45

60

55

60

65

70
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tEafcitf rea* beveled ; edge- caln-m:

6ve- backw&ra^

Cfeyed^ statibriary sweeps move - flaps 6 and 8
otitwaraiy. The- sweep : lor flap ir Is'- Indicated
at? 62 -in Figures 14- and 20V the latter figiire show-
ing: how it may foe: supported from the central
hold tfown 32; Iii this- figure; also'the stationary
sweep for flap 6- is indicated- at S3: Sweep 62
Is^ continued aria: configured iihtil, as indicated

8
It cM be engaged -anfl folded to its filial position
by the same stationary

;
sweep 75. An exemplary

form of this- mechanism comprises a ho'tbhed,
rotating discf : 7fc This is mounted bh a; stub
shaft jburhaled •as at 7 7 in bearing means which
may- be : fastened to a side frame member of the
machine; This" shaft also bears a sprocket 78
which is- driven by means: of a chain 79 from a
sprocket 80; on: thfcVstiflyshstft of sprocket 69 for«v-m***I t? u t' v- , ^ Z ^uwtCT-ou^on. me siui>:snatf ox sprocket 69' for

^ +
^ hent flap °

! over bntt> mWxM: The-nmehed parts of the disc 75the t6p'-wall>3 of the carton.
For--filling the; cartons, we provide in connec-

tion; with- the bed 23,
: another conveyor 64

(Figures- 14- ahd : 18) consisting of a chain or

act forward kickers' on the trailing flap 9.
To this'endthey must move faster than the travel
of' the-cartons; The' size -61 sprockets: 78 and- 80
and the ;sp'acing of the* notches on the disc 76 as0, -7~ 7 .~ —k

ya tue ^auixig qi me notcnes on tne disc 76 achains; Cor other flexible^members) passing over ^ weil-as^its size :axe apportioned to effect the dea sprocket on shaft 23 and another spaced sired speed* of operation whil^vni^nfh'ininfr fK,
a sprocket oh shaft 23 and another spaced
sprocket (not shown) . This second conveyor
b'eafs-spacefs: or blocks 65 between which the
charges 18 may be engaged; a feeder having
a- hooper 66 is provided for these charges. Sincfe
there: is in connection with this feeder no. prob-
lem of erecting a carton, and since . the charges
IS are of ample thickness, the blocks^ them^
selves

fg
n^cj-a^ushers to withdraw th^charges

sired speed- of operation whnV maintaining the
necessary tiniirig.

to Figures 15and 21 it may be seen how,, just
after the

. sweep: 75 completes: the folding iii of

2
-

0
the flaps: 7 and 9, a.sweefc 81 folds the bottom
sealing : flap: upwardly. A- continuation of this
sweepi as at- 8 Ice maintains'

. the folded condition
off:flaps 6; 7 arid 9 to and through a point at
which gfue is applied to flap 8. In the travel ofH^*^^~^m^Vni "*^^»w-.i^c ^nq^ca wi^un sine ii appuea xo nap «. in tne travel of

^S^^^Ji tl
CS°r 64 mTS

+

wifh m^to* ^approaches the glue applicationconveyor « scrthat the charges are maintaAnvri ncArfo an h^prh-oo^ ^. • „4.„^w_t1__ ^-conveyor 2TT3trthat the charges•are maintained
opposite the cartons: into which they are-to-.be
introduced, while both are in motion.

As the charges 18 move along opposite the
'carton's,

:
they are driven transversely: 1 to the

•cohveyor -64 s6 as to introduce and. push them
into- the cartons. This is preferably* accom-
plished by providing pushers on a flight of chain
<6T. which runs; diagonally :©f and above the con-

poiht;
,
an

.

overhead; sweep - or • stationary, folder
(Figure-15) indicated ;at 82 folds' the flap 8 down
mto:vertical position so that: it may receive the
gltte.

Meanwhile; a seriefs o^ folding Operations have
been conducted on the tb£ structure of the carton.
From Figure 21 itf win^be' clear how the top por-
tion? of the caVton-mbves^ along over the' bed 23
of the machine, k- member 83 - fastened to thevpvor m- ^ n^CTA ^ i»wwj«- w marine, a- memoer 83- fastened to thveyor w The chain 67. passes over sprockets 35 machine - bed may overlie the unfolded ton con-ea and 69. The stub shaft of sprocket

. 68 : .is ttftrtffe* of <he'^j^^S^.S^ljourrialed in a bearing 70 (Figure 18) on the
bed -.23. The shaft bears a bevel gear 71 mesh-
ing with another bevel gear 72 affixed to shaft
28. Thus the chain 67 is driven synchronously .

(

n

Tvith chains 26 and 64. The stub shaft of
sprocket

. 69 is provided with a similar bearing on
thebedT23.
At ^intervals along

: the length of the chain 67
are depending arms 73 (Figures 14; 18 and -20)'

-45
whiefi-: carry rollers or flat pusher members 74,
the .latter .being so disposed that they extend
down between the blocks 65 so as to engage the
charges 18. The charges are thus gradually

. „w owTgaa etil fcHJUWILtJUO
to prevent endwise -displacement of the cartons
between the' blocks' 29' oh thd conveyor 2S. A s6a-
ttpna^^^^Bft'tniay:^ enl'ployed tb turn over
tBfrjdlickrffafr fO onto :the wall 3, and a suitable
dM'toua'tioh of t^ls- swee^ ih' the form of a hold
emti smpm-'mW^maintain the folded' cotfdififon
of .ff^p fO'- subitahtfally 1 throughout the length
ofthe machMe;:
A statfbh-aTy-'sWeep :86'is next employed io fold

over the -cover front wall J 2 onto the cover top
watf-;|;r while : folding over the cover side walls (4
arid- I'5

:

onto the- cover glue tabs 16 and ft- as
heretofo^ explained 'ih connection with "Figures

are moving. If necessary the chain 67 may be
supported^ throughout its working length.
,
We prefer to introduce the charges into the

containers by the means and procedure just

emplpyed; We have, by way of example, em-
ployed a stepped pusher plate operating trans-
y^^JT *o the conveyor 63 and so timed in its
movements that the several steps of the plate

I ? - is : prevented-* because these: tabs are' riding
alorfg on the -bed;.;23:

! A sword (not'shbwh in the
drav^gs) ;may be employed in order to enforce
^5^^?^ of the - boxbbard along the line of

between the cover side walls r

arid their attached
sealing tabsr

Th^-acfibh^ we flnd is

transversely to the conveyor G4 and into tii'* %J*™ mentipned; To this end,- at

L, shown. tL sp^ed rSa^l interrupted,

conveyors 26 and 6* is sucli that wheii th<» w^ta ^^^.M**?™* ToBer.** on- ttie--sftte- frame
^no longer engage ttfcWes °f toe^achtnef sS toat lt may engage the blank

v«ll-have been Introduced far Pnoiiffh-int-v^f
85

•
One or both- of these

c^ns-sb that themS#°cig ** bailed in
along" the charges: .

.

niseives wu cany Jwtott^ 22r tHe^upper- roller may be
When the charge has been fuUy- inserted into ''Sn^«2^^.-'?.'^

!^ bMted:toto
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IT without apples it to the intervening cover
top wall II. The shaft 92 also bears a glue ap-
plicator disc 95 positioned to apply a stripe of
glue to the under side of the

.
bottom sealing flap

8. Thus the application of glue is localized at
one point in the machine.
A glue transfer roll 56 on a shaft 97 turns in

a glue pot 98. This pot may have any suitable

mounting together with any suitable heating

10
back again into a position coplanar with the cover
.top wail If. This is accomplished by meatis of a
'"stationary sweep indicated at 125 at the right
hand end of Figure 15. This sweep has, of course,
an outward and downward configuration as re-

spects the cartons and the result of the folding

operation is to bring the carton top into the con-
dition shown in Figure 8 where the glue tabs 16

and 1 7 on the cover side walls 1 4 and I 5 are caused
means. It is convenient to .

mount the pot on 10 to extend upwardly, although they have not been
pivoted arms 99 on a sub-base 1 00 supported on
the machine frame. This permits swinging the
pot to a position in which the glue transfer roll

98 contacts the glue applicators 93 and 95, and
also to an open position as shown in dotted lines.

An adjustable stop means 101 may be employed
to determine the contact of the applicators and
the transfer roll. Instead of a solid roll we may
employ transfer discs, as will be clear, either in

contacted by folding instrumentalities. The next
operation will be that of bringing about the con-
dition shown in Figure 9, for which purpose we
employ a series of instrumentalities next to be de-

15 scribed. As shown in Figures 16 and 23 on the
transverse shaft 105 we mount a sprocket 126

which is the tail sprocket for another longitudi-

nal chain 127, the upper flight of which, rides

along in a groove on the machine bed 23 in a po-
the same or in separate glue pots. In either 20 sitlon underlying the cover parts of the cartons.
event, we prefer to drive the shaft 97 from shaft
92 by means of a chain 103 or other suitable drive.

The shaft 92 is itself driven by means of a chain
104 and suitable sprockets from another trans-
verse shaft f 05 (Figure 16) about which more
will be said later.

In order to insure contact of the carton parts
to which glue is to be applied and the glue appli-

cators, we prefer to provide overhead hold down

The chain 127 returns over a sprocket affixed to

a shaft 130 (Figure 16). This shaft bears a
sprocket 128 engaging a chain 129 passing over
a sprocket 130b (Figure 17) on the main drive

25 shaft 53 of the machine. It will be clear that the
chain ( 27 is thus driven from the motor 54.

The chain 127 carries spaced blocks 131 ar-
ranged to travel synchronously with blocks 29 of
the main conveyor 26. The blocks 131 are ar-

or presser rollers 1 06 at both ends of the carton. 3d ranged to lie between the top portions of succes-

When the carton has left the glue application

point in Figure 15 a stationary sweep 107 Is em.
ployed to fold downwardly the bottom sealing

flap 9 into final position. The package has now

sive cartons on the conveyor. The blocks have
beveled edges and their movement around

:
the

sprocket 126 as well as their positioning on the

straight flight of the chain 127 is such as to cause

been filled and the bottom closure is complete 35 an upward bending of the cover side walls 14 and

except for pressing and holding it until the glue

has set. A continuation of the sweep 107, as at

107a in Figure 16, maintains the final position

of flap 8 until pressing means can be brought
against it.

Considering these pressing means, they prefer*

ably comprise, first, a presser belt 108 (Figures

16 and 17). This belt passes over a tail sheave
109 jburnaled on the machine frame and a for-

ward sheave 110 affixed to a stub shaft III jour-

baled as at : 1 12 on the frame of the machine.
A sheave 1 13 also affixed to the stub shaft is

driven by a belt 1 1 4 from a sheave 1 15 affixed to

a transverse shaft 116 about which more will be
said hereinafter. A belt tightener is preferably

employed andmay comprise a roller 1 17 mounted
on an arm or arms 1 18 pivoted as at 119 on the
frame of the machine and either acted on by a
spring (not shown) or fixed in a belt tightening

position by. a set screw 1 19a.

The.forward moving flight of belt 108 parallels

the movement of the carton ends as the cartons

are parried along by the blocks 29 on the con-
veyor 26. We prefer to provide throughout a
portion at least of this flight of the belt a series

of . pressing elements. As shown, these may com-
prise1 small rollers 120 journaled In frames 1 2

1

which in turn are centrally pivoted to an angle
iron or the like 122, This angle iron forms an
abutment on the machine frame, and compres-
sion springs 123 engage between It and the frames
121. This gives - a presser construction ; which
nevertheless is flexible and is capable of accom-
modating itself to irregularities of travel In the
operating flight of belt .108.

The remaining operations to be performed on
the top part of the carton are'those operations
lustrated in Figures 8 to 11 inclusive, In the first

of these operations the cover front wall 12 and its

associated cover side walls 14 and 15 are -folded

15 if the cover front wall 12 is depressed between
the blocks. This action will be clear from Figure

23. For depressing the cover front wall 12 be-

tween the blocks 131 we provide an appropriately

40 shaped and appropriately timed rotating star

wheel i 32. This wheel is mounted on a shaft 133

which may be Journaled as at 134 (Figure 16) in a

bearing member affixed to a bracket on the ma-
chine frame or affixed to a supported end of the

46 hold down 32., The shaft 133 has a chain and
sprocket drive (including the chain 135) from a

shaft 136 which will hereinafter be described.

The result of depressing the cover front wall 12

between the blocks 131 is to turn up the cover

60 side walls 14 and 15. This produces an inward

disposition of the glue tabs 16 and 17 (as shown
in Figure 9), still without the necessity of contact-

ing these glue tabs with folding instrumentalities.

The next step is the bringing of the carton top

65 into the condition shown in Figure 10. This is

accomplished by folding upwardly the cover front

wall 12. A stationary sweep 1 37 performs this ac-

tion. The sweep preferabhy has a ledge or over-

hang 138 (Figure 24) which prevents the cover

60 top wall II from rising upwardly, and obviates

the use of a sword. The bending of the cover

front wall 12 upwardly, as in Figure 10, results in

positioning the glue tabs 18 and 17 on top of and

against the cover top wall 1 1 while the bocks 131

65 still act to prevent spreading of the cover end

walls 1 4 and 15, To insure adherence of the glue

tabs to the cover top wall they must now be

pressed and held thereagainst. This is accom-

plished by means coming down from above and

70 traveling with the cartons, engaging glue tabs 16

and IT and pressing them against the cover top

wall I I which in turn is supported from beneath

by the chain 127.

A shaft 136 is mounted in bearing members

75 139 arid 140 which rise considerably above the
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plane of the;machine bed. The shaft 136 bears, a
sprocket 141 about which travels a longitudinal
chain 132 paralleling the chain 127. This chain
142 returns oyer -a.sprocket 14 l et (Figure 17) near
the forward end of the machine, the sprocket 1 41c
being secured to a shaft I I 6. The chain I 29 passes
partially around the underside of a sprocket f 30c,
mounted on the outer end of rshaft 1 1 6, -the chain
being held in driving contact with the sprocket
130c by an idler sprocket (30d, the axial center
of -this idler-sprocket being on ornear the horizon-
tal axial planeof shaft 1 1 6, the chain (-29 passing
over the upper periphery of .sprocket 1303 and
passing onto sprocket -1 28 and thence returning
to -sprocket (3flo, furnishing driving power to
shafts 130, 136, 1 05, 116 and 92.

The chain 142 bears presser blocks 145. - When
the carton tops have been brought into the condi-
tion shown in Figure 10 these presser blocks swing
into position within the carton tops 'and, gradu-
ally descending, press glue tabs 16 and 1-7 against
the wall M. The gradual descend of-.the ^blocks
145 after they have swung around the sprocket
(41 is accomplished by the provision of a pressure
trackway 146 for the chain 142. The trailing end
of this trackway -tapers upwardly as shown in
Figure 23. We have found it preferable to relieve
the presser blocks 14 5 -centrally >as at 447 so as to
confine their

:
pressure to the glue tabs 16 and ,17.

12
veyor swings around the:-sprocket '53a, it contacts
the cam surface 156 thereby moving the pusher
into the position shown in -dotted lines in Figure
25. This is a position in which the block 29 xan
clear the pusher;

:but it is -also a .position re-
quiring forward movement 'Of the stack of car-
tons in the slide or hopper by at least the thick-
ness of one of the cartons. We also provide on
the uprights a pair <of thin, steel spring fingers
(62 and 163. These are shaped and positioned
to be deflected by. a nlled carton -during .the: for-
ward movement of the stack .as pushed by the
pusher (52 and then to spring into position be-
hind the last carton to prevent retrograde move-
ment of the stack.
As soon as the block has cleared the cam sur-

face, the -weight 155 returns the pusher to the
position shown in solid lines. In order to main-
tain the forward end of the. stack we provide

20 abutment means 1-57 which -are slidable.in- a.rab-
beted groove 158 in the bottom of the slide. When
a sufficient number of filled -and closed cartons
accumulates in the slide, the operator removes
them or a portion of them, thereafter .moving
the abutment ( 57 to the left in .Figure 17.
The guide (46 on the overhead -chain AAZ .may

be given. a resilientjnounting whereby itis.spring
pressed downwardly, The.under chain 127 which
bears the -blocks operating to jerect .the cover, side

10

15

25

of -wood to line the -operating surfaces thereof
with metal as at (48. The length ^of -travel of
chain

:I42 in the machine 4s chosen.in such man-
ner that positive adhesion -between the glue tabs
16 and 17 and the cover top -wall M -will have been
achieved by the time; the chains 4 2.returns around
its forward sprocket 1 4 (a.

The final operations the closing of the; lid of
the package. This may be-accomplished,bymeans
of a final stationary sweep: 149.
While other forms of delivery or stacking

means may-be: employed, ;we have devised a sim-
ple -and advantageous .one the .characteristics pi
which will be apparent -from Figures ,17, 25 and
26. Ontheend of "the machine frame -we have
fastened "a pair of carton^engagement -means or
trackways ( 50 which are thin panel-like members,
one on - each side of the blocks ,29 of the main
conveyor and ;so shaped as to remove the billed
and closed cartons from between the blocks and
deliver them on - edge rat a slightly lower -level
than the top flight of the main conveyor^ 3. The
members 109 are enabled^ exert > this , action on
the cartons because, /as hereinabove < explained,

35

- — — — »w *4*v jy*voHw vjaam
S42 and the cartoniop :wall.ll may .thereafter be
supported for pressing by means :of a belt J 59
overlying and sliding-along

:the.bed 23. This belt
may be. driven by a pulley IB4 .fixed- on the shaft
53 and may return,over -another pulley on -a stub
shaft as at 160 in Figura 16. In place .ofthe press-
ing members 121 we may in instances employ
wooden blocks or strips -IB I (Figure -24) .either
solidly mounted on;the.machine bed or resiiiently

.40 mounted thereon. We have illustrated, piir
.ma-

chine in the form in .which it is currently being
made by us with available materials; .but in.the
light :Of .our teachings herein there may obvi-
ously, be changes in -design in ,the adaptation of
more suitable metalmembers.

Modifications may
. be

,:made in our invention
without departing from the spirit .of.: It.

Having thus described , our invention, . what .we
claim as new and desire -to secure by -Letters
Patent, is:

1
.
-A method of forming, end closures on cartons

haying a tubular body :ahd an-end,closure.having
a top wall, -a frontrwall- articulated to trie top wall,
side walls articulated to the /ends of the front

.45

60

the^blbck^n .^-ShS,: '
siae wails articulated ,to the .ends of the front

£S™e^ M ?S ^abs articulated to^he .side .walls,tons'themselves. The cartons- are. delivered in,an
on=.edge: position to a slide- hopper 1 5 1 -extending
from the' end of the machine. In-order! to move
the stack xrf cartons forwardly .so that a space
will be;provided-at - its rear into which the next
carton can drop, .we employ a .pusher member
tB2 whichls fixed' on ;a shaft (53, which permits
pivotal- movement rof.the.-ipxisher. :The;shaft,js
jjournaled in uprights* at the-snd ;of . thermachine.
urging the ;shaft -counterclockwise: so - that :the
pusher 'cm- assume the-position shown in solid
•linesln Figure 25, .we. provide the,shaft 153 with
•a -rigid - arm 154, -extending :rearwardly rof the
•machine, on which a weight- 155 -is. preferably ad-
justably mounted. The upper -end of the pusher
is given a cam shaped coiitour- at ( 53-as- shown
in Figure 25. When the; pusher is in the posi-
tion shown in solid lines, the delivery trackways
(60 deliver the: carton to: the -slide; beyond the
Trosher. "But- as- "the block- 2 9 on the main con-

60

.65

said method comprismg
. folding .through • a sub-

stantial angle, said -front and side walls with re-
spect to theremainder of. said:parts,.then. folding
them back

: substantially to . original position
whereby said ; glue tabs are brought upwardly
with, respect, to said top ^wall, then-folding said
side walls with respect to said front.wall whereby
said,glue tabs are brought .inwardly.^ward -each
o.^er. and.folding^aidifrpnt wall with respect to
said

: top .wall, whereby to. EpjsiMon .said giue.l&Jbs
flatwise against sajd .top.walL
.2. The process cla^

step .of applying :iadhe5ive to said glue tabs prior
to movirig

;
said .glue , tabs:With respect to said top

70 wall.

.3.. The. process claimed: in claim . 1 in which said
steps-are carried on .while, the,cartons-are in con-
tinuous; motion.
A. A method .of,forming, end clpsures.pn .cartons

haying .a tubulaxipody arip;anen.d,cJosurehaving,a75
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topwall,afrontwall articulatedtothe top wall, side
walls articulated to the ends of the front wall and
glue tabs articulated to the side walls, said method
comprising folding through a substantial angle
said front and side walls with respect to the re-

mainder of said parts, then folding them back
substantially to original position whereby said
glue tabs are brought upwardly with respect to
said top wall, then folding said side walls with
respect to said front wall whereby said glue tabs
are brought inwardly toward each other, and
folding said front wall with respect to said top
wall, whereby to position said glue tabs flatwise
against said top wall, adhesive having been ap-
plied between said top wall and said glue tabs,
and pressing said glue tabs against said top wall,
afterward folding said top wall over with respect
to said tubular body whereby to move said end
closure to closed position.

5. A method of forming and filling cartons
of a type having a tubular body, an end closure at
one end having a top wall, a front wan articulated
to said top wall, side walls articulated to the ends
of said front wall, and glue tabs articulated to
said side walls, and seal end flaps on the other
end of said body, said method comprising squar-
ing up the tubular body, moving it in a path, fold-
ing through a substantial angle said front and
side walls with respect to the remainder of said
parts, applying adhesive to said glue tabs, bending
said front and side walls back through a substan-
tial angle whereby said glue tabs are caused to be
angularly related to said top wall, bending said
side walls with respect to said front wall whereby
said glue tabs are brought inwardly, toward each
other, folding said front wall with respect to said
side walls whereby to position said glue tabs flat-

wise against said top wall, and pressing said glue
tabs against said top wall, and concurrently with
some at least of the aforesaid operations on the 40 seal

14

carton conducting another series of operations
thereon comprising spreading said seal end flaps,

introducing contents into said body, folding and
sealing said seal end flaps, an adhesive being ap-
plied to at least one of them, and pressing the end
seal; -

•

'

6. The method of claim 5 in which the said
steps are so correlated that the application of
adhesive at both ends of the carton occurs at the
same point of the carton's path of travel.

7. The method of forming a three dimensional
structure from a carton blank part in which two
main walls are articulated to each other, side
walls are articulated to one of said main walls,

and tabs are articulated to said side walls, and in

which said tabs must be positioned by a two-di-
rectional movement against one of said main
walls, said method comprising folding said main
walls relative to each other in one direction, then

tabs articulated to said side walls, means for fold-"

ing over through a substantial angle one of said
main walls and the side walls articulated there-,

to with reference to the others of said parts,
means for reversing the said fold through a sub-
stantial angle whereby to change the angularity
of said tabs to said unfolded main wall, means
for folding said side walls to a substantially nor-
mal relationship with the main wall to which they
are articulated, and means for folding said main
wall to substantially a right angular relation-
ship with the other main wall* whereby to position
said tabs substantially in face to face relationship
with said other main walL

10. The apparatus claimed in claim 9 Including
means to apply adhesive to said tabs, and means
for pressing said tabs against said other main
wall,

11. Apparatus for forming and filling cartons :

of a type having a tubular body, an end closure
at one end having a top wall, a front wall articu-
lated to said top wall, side walls articulated to the.
ends of said front wall, arid glue tabs articulated
to said side walls, and seal end flaps on the other
end of. said body, said apparatus comprising
means for moving a carton In a path with its body
in squared-up condition, means for folding
through a substantial angle said front and side
walls with respect to the remainder of said parts,
means for applying adhesive to said glue tabs,
means for bending said front and side walls back
through a substantia] angle whereby said glue
tabs are caused to be angularly related to said top
wall, means for bending said side walls with re-

35 spect to said front wall whereby said glue tabs are
brought inwardly toward, each other, means for
folding said front wall with respect to said side
walls whereby to position said glue tabs flatwise
against said top wall, means for spreading said

end flaps, means for introducing contents

10

15

SO

25

30

50

65

into said body, means for applying adhesive to one
of said seal end flaps, and means for folding and
pressing said seal end flaps.

12. Apparatus claimed in claim 11 wherein
the means for moving the carton comprises a
flexible conveyor, and abutment means on said
conveyor between which said carton body is held,
the carton being positioned on said conveyor
with its body transverse thereto so that the end
closures on said body project at each side of said
conveyor.

13. Apparatus claimed in claim 11 wherein
the means for moving the carton comprises a
flexible conveyor, and abutment means on said
conveyor between which said carton body Is
held, the carton being positioned on said con-
veyor with its -body transverse thereto so that the
end closures on said body project at each side of
said conveyor, and wherein the means for press-

in another, then again In the first direction, with eo ing said glue tabs is means borne by a traveling
an intermediate folding of the side walls, whereby
to position said tabs as aforesaid without folding

them, and solely by the folding of other parts.

8. A method of folding carton blanks which In-

cludes the steps of folding in one direction certain

parts which are articulated together, with respect

to other parts articulated to the first mentioned
parts but not to each other, and then reversing

the folding of said first mentioned parts with re-
spect to less than all of said other parts whereby
to produce differences in the angularity of said

other parts to said first mentioned parts.

9. In a machine for folding cartons which have
main walls articulated together, side walls articu-

lated to the ends of one of said main walls, and

conveyor and brought thereby into active posi-
tion, in which said means for folding said side
walls comprises means traveling on a conveyor
and brought thereby into active position, and
in which the means for folding the leading and
trailing seal end flaps is a moving means, the
remainder of the folding means in said ap-
paratus being stationary folding means.

14. In a machine for forming cartons of a type
having a tubular body, an end closure having a^
top wall, a front wall articulated to said top wall,
side walls articulated to the ends of said front
wall and glue tabs articulated to said side walls,
means for moving the carton in a path with its

T5 -body in squared-up condition, means for told-

65

70
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•nd Blue tau articulated fo a,e ml wallTa SCJJftSfi SZl^JZ.FT'i T'

with -respect to said front waU, ;said means com- wSS^#Sv^ywr .parceling said first conveyor, RTOOI^ svnowanfi abutment means on said second conveyor for
kuuulf WM. vow SYDOW.

^*-..^t^5?. a^"^*.<^OM. ahd:if61din& 'a M .. REFERENCES CITEDclosure side wall of eacn, 'stationary means for
80 ™

hfl , n ,

C1AM>
folding said -front wall with respect to -said top < -/n* Rowing references are of record in the
wall, 'ana imearis for pressing said glue tabs ^ Patent:
ag

?
j

?!l
t

..
sald t6$ wal3

» said last mentioned means UNITED STATES PATENTS
c5>m£"^> *»« conveyor paralleling the ftrst, « isrlimw ™andMm Wttka adapted to enter between said

85
^n?** t,

Name Date
side walls and accomplish said pressing against liXl ?

racy " —- 14, 1919
an'opposed'su^pbrt. ,1,945,209 Jones Nov. 14, 1933

16. Apparatus claimed. in claim 15 including J'JSfJxI
Knowlton —— Feb. 7, 1933

means, acting to depress said closure front wall
"

7ilt™»
Bergsteln Sept. 25, 1934

^ectihg !

saia a1).ument means, and being mov-
40

lill^l ?J?J
moe " Oct. 30, 1934

able to permit the - passage of said abutment l^lil* *£moe Feb. 4, 1936
means. -5,116,607 Milmoe May 10, 1938

17. Apparatus claimed in claim 15 including o'iSHrin
Brighton — June 21,' 1938

stationary means *6r folding said top wall with ?f, ' 5: Evans May 27, 1941
respect to said body thereby to close the com- 45 I Jergstein Sept, 28, 1943
^leted^ldsure. 2,399,934 Monroe May 7, 19.46.

18; Appapatus claimed in claim 15 including
2.263>501 Jones Nov. 18, 1941
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A food package comprises a paperboard body having

opposed front and rear walls, opposed end walls, a bot-

FIG, 2 is a perspective view of the same package shown
in FIG. 1, except with the package being partly opened
and broken away to show the details of construction more
clearly;

FIG. 3 is a top plan view as seen from the inside of
the package of a paperboard blank suitably cut and scored
to define the body section of the subject package;

FIG. 4 is a top plan view of a portion of an alternate
blank construction;

FIG. 5 is an end elevation al view of the package formed
with the blank shown in FIG, 4; and
FIG. 6 is a perspective view showing the same hood

construction in the opened position.

A package 10, suitable for bacon for example, having

torn wall, and a top closure, hingedly interconnected to 15 one embodiment of the subject invention is disclosed in

one another at corresponding adjacent edges. A plastic FIGS. 1 and 2, and includes a paperboard body 12 and
pouch, suitable for confining a product, is disposed within a pl^tic film pouch 14. The body 12 is formed from a
the body, the pouch being in a form of a tube having blank 16 ( see FIG- 3 ) having a plurality of panels hinged

its opposite ends sealed. A tear strip is provided in the together on generally parallel hinged lines to define, which

pouch and located in the portion of the pouch which is
20 appropriately folded and secured to one another, and en-

adjacent the top of the body so that the tear strip is
closure surrounding the pouch. The body thus has opposed

readily accessible when the top is opened. The top of the front and rear wa,Is 20 and 21, respectively, opposed end

body has a closure flap which overlaps a portion of the walIs 23
.»
and a bottom wall 25 connected together at cor-

front wall and is releasably secured thereto. responding adjacent edges. A closure 28 is provided for
25 the open top of the body and includes a top wall 30 hinged

to the body rear wall 21 and an outer front wall panel 32
This invention relates to a food package having an outer

body of paperboard and an inner pouch of film and to

such a package having an easy opening and readily re

hinged to the top wall 30 about score, line 33. Flaps 35
and 37 are hinged above score lines 36 and 38, respec-
tively, to the side edges of the top wall and outer front

closeable construction. More particularly, this invention wa 1 Panel an
.

d are overlapped and secured together to
make a hood-like closure.

The outer front wall or lap panel 32 overlies and is

separably secured to the front wall 20 in the carton closed

paperboard body and a tubular plastic film pouch within „- Positi°n (see FIG. 1) to define the manufacturer's joint

the body. The plastic pouch has a tear strip extending the
for the tu^ular body. Preferably, adhesive patterns 40

relates to a food package suitable to be readily filled with
product, vacuum drawn or gas flushed, and sealed closed.

This invention includes the combination of a tubular

length of the tubular structure between the opposite ends.

The opposite ends of the tubular pouch are sealed closed,

and the paperboard body has end flaps which are closed

over the end seams of the pouch and thereby close the 40
package. The paperboard body has its lapped manufac-
turer's panel which can be ripped away to expose the tear

strip, which in turn is used to sever the pouch for opening
it. The package is reclosed by closing and locking in place
the lap panel of the paperboard body. The package is 45
readily adapted for vacuum or gas flush type sealing, since

the product can be loaded into the package through cor-

responding open or unsealed ends of the pouch and body,

are located at spaced intervals along the length of the
carton beneath the lap panel 32, and each pattern of ad-
hesive is completely surrounded by a cut line 42 extend-
ing partially through the paperboard blank. This permits
a shearing or delamination of the paperboard beyond the
cut lines. To assist in opening the body closure 28, a lift

panel 44 is hinged about score line 45 to the lower edge
of the outer front wall panel 32.

The pouch 14 is disposed within the body enclosure
12 and is in the form of a tube of plastic disposed with
its longitudinal axis extending through and between the
body end walls 23. The otherwise opened ends of the film
pouch are sealed closed along seams 47 which are dis-

posed adjacent the body end walls. A tear strip 50 is

the required vacuum or gas flush sealing operation can be
performed on the pouch, and thereafter the body can be 60

pTa *a?
a™m ™ °°?y ena wails. A tear strip 50 is

closed and sealed at said end. Vacuum or gas flush type
adnered internally to the pouch 14 and extends between

packages help preserve the flavor of the product for longer
periods than other type packages.

Accordingly, an object of this invention is to provide the pouch plastic,
65 .

'

the seams 47 at the opposite ends thereof. Preferably,
the tear strip is formed of an oriented strip of plastic

that is compatible to and is thus integrally heat sealed to

an improved lined package having an inner pouch that

completely encloses the product and has a tear strip, and
an outer paperboard body around the pouch that is opened
adjacent the tear strip.

A more specific object of this invention is to provide a

hood construction for the paperboard body which upon
being opened automatically exposes the, end of the tear
strip for said pouch to provide for the ready opening of
the package.

Another object of this invention is to provide a lined

food package which is suitable for the vacuum or gas
flushed confinement of the product.

These and other objects will be more fully appreciated

after referring to the following specification, including as

a part thereof, the accompanying drawings, wherein:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a food package made
according to the teachings of the subject invention;

The opposite body end walls 23 are formed by over-
lapping inner and outer flaps 52 and 54 hinged on score
lines 53 and 55, respectively, to the rear and front body
walls. A minor flap 56 is further hinged about score 57

eo to the bottom wall 25 and underlies both major flaps 52
and 54. The major end flaps 52 and 54 are full and
continuous for almost the full height of the carton, except
for the top edges thereof, and the top edge 60 of the
inner flap 52 is cut away on a sloping angle from a point

66 adjacent the bottom edge of the outer front wall panel
32 to the top of the rear wall 21. The overlying outer end
wall flap 54 is cut away completely at this location to

provide only a single thickness of end wall.

The pouch is designed to fit within the body in a

7q manner with the ends of its tear strip 50 being disposed
in adjacent approximately overlying relationship to the

inner end wall flap 54 (see FIG. 2). Upon opening the
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body closure 28, the end 61 of the tear strip 50 is

exposed to permit it to be grasped and drawn in a
direction across the pouch to open the pouch by severing
it with and along the tear strip. The product such as
bacon strips, can then be withdrawn from the open top
of the pouch by sliding therefrom the pad 62 upon which
the product is typically positioned.

The package 10 can be reclosed by folding the closure
forwardly about the top wall hinge line and overlying
the outer front wall panel on the front wall 20. To hold
the closure in this position, a tab 63, formed as an
integral extension of the lift panel 44 and extending be-
yond the hinge connection 45 between the lift panel
and the lap panel 32, is adapted to be fitted into an open-
ing 64 in the front wall.

The pouch is secured to the body at only spaced loca-
tions, such as at the various dots 70 of adhesive shown
on the blank in FIG. 3 near the edges of the major front
or rear panels. This holds the pouch to these panels at
only these locations and permits minor shifting of the
pouch within the body as is sometimes necessary during
the vacuum or gas flushing sealing operation used in this

package. Along these lines, the pouch 14 is formed of
an air impervious film to prevent or retard the fusion
of air or gases.

To aid in the display of the product, a window open-
ing 74 is provided in the front wall 20 which thereby
exposes the pouch therebeneath. The pouch is of a trans-
parent material to afford product visibility. The pouch is

adhered to the front wall in the area of the window open-
ing by discontinuous strips 76 of adhesive disposed ad-
jacent the window opening 74. Since the pouch is secured
to the blank at spaced locations only, there is little likeli-

hood of trapping air in the form of bubbles between them
when they are initially secured together. Generally, the
pouch will be secured as a tubular, open ended element
to the flat paperboard blank, which in turn is folded and
secured over the pouch as a tubular open ended sleeve.
FIGS. 4, 5 and 6 show an alternate embodiment of

the body construction used in the package. The embodi-
ment differs in the cooperation of the closure flaps 35a
and 37a relative to the end wall flaps 52a and 54a. Thus,
the inner end wall flap 52a is cut away along its top
edge 60a in a manner similar to the previous embodi-
ment, but the top edge 61a of the outer end wall has
a horizontal section 66 extending part way across the
width of the end wall and an upwardly inclining section
67 that defines thereby a tab 68. The tab 68 is not ad-
hesively secured to the inner flap 52 but the adhesive
between the flaps terminates along a line 69 shown in
section in FIG. 5. The outer hood closure flap 37a sim-
ilarly has its opposite free end cut away along line 79
to complement the sloping exterior edge of the tab 68.
The tab 80 denned by the projection of the inner closure
flap 35a beyond the trimmed outer closure flap 37a thus
can be inserted beneath the tab 68 to provide a sure as
well as neat reclosure for the subject package.
What is claimed is:

1. A food package, comprising the combination of:

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

(f ) a closure for the open top of the body, including
a top wall hinged to the body rear wall and an
outer front wall panel hinged to the top wall and
overlapping the body front wall;

(g) said closure further including flaps hinged to the
side edges of the top wall and outer front wall panel
and overlapping and being adhesively secured to one
another;

(h) said outer front wall panel being separably secured
along a local pattern of bonding to the body front

wall;

(i) said front wall including a cut line extending par-
tially through and continuously around the bonding
pattern;

(j) a lift panel hinged to the lower edge of the outer
front wall panel and being separated from the under-
lying body front wall;

(k) said package being opened by pulling on the lift

panel to separate the outer front wall panel from
the front wall for opening the package, and the

pouch then being opened by severing it along the tear

strip;

(1) said lift panel having a tab extension coplanar
therewith that is cut from the front wall outer panel

and adapted to be inserted into an opening in the

underlying front wall upon reclosing the closure for

locking it closed.

2. A package according to claim 1, wherein the pouch
is adapted to be evacuated of the air therein and charged
with an atmosphere that is different from ambient be-

fore both end seams are sealed, and wherein thereafter

said product is exposed only to the atmosphere until the

pouch is opened by said tear strip.

3. A package according to claim 1, wherein the front

wall has therein an opening spaced inwardly of its hinged
connections to the end and bottom walls and spaced
inwardly of the lift panel operable to provide display of
the pouch and the bacon therein, and wherein the pouch
and the body are held together by strips of adhesive dis-

posed immediately adjacent the top and bottom edges of
the display opening.

4. A package according to claim 1, wherein each of
the end walls includes outer and inner panels hinged, re-

spectively, to the front and rear walls and overlapping one
another and being secured together, the inner end wall
panel being cut away on a diagonal from the hinge con-
nection between the rear and top walls to the lower edge
of the outer front panel and the outer end wall panel being
cut away from this same lower edge location adjacent the
front wall, said closure flaps being disposed in this area
in substantially coplanar relationship to the outer end wall
panel when the package is closed.

5. A package according to claim 4, wherein the outer
end wall panel extends upwardly and rearwardly from
the lower edge location adjacent the front wall and is free
from connection to the inner end wall panel in this area
to permit the closure flaps to be tucked between the
outer and inner end wall panels to reclose the package.

6. A package according to claim 4, wherein the end
(a) a paperboard body having opposed front and rear 60 of the tear strip is folded over the inner end wall panelwalls aimv\c»i1 am/1 ittoTIo ohJ n U~*t 1 1 t* n vv

_ j . .. _ _
~

walls, opposed end walls and a bottom wall, hingedly
connected to one another at corresponding adjacent
edges;

(b) a plastic film pouch, suitable for confining the prod-
uct, disposed within the body;

(c) said pouch being in the form of a tube having its

opposite open ends sealed along seams that are ad-
jacent the body end walls;

(d) a tear strip for the pouch formed of an oriented
strip of plastic adhered to the pouch and extending
•between the end seams of the pouch adjacent the
open top of the body;

(e) said pouch and said body 'being held together by
adhesive applied between the pouch and at least one
of the front and rear walls;

65

70

75

and is confined thereagainst by the closure flaps, and is
exposed upon separating the closure from the body.

7. A food package, comprising the combination of:
(a) a paperboard body having opposed front and rear

walls, opposed end walls and a bottom wall, hingedly
connected to one another at corresponding adjacent
edges;

(b) a plastic film pouch, suitable for confining a prod-
uct, disposed within the body;

(c) said pouch being in the form of a tube having its

opposite open ends sealed along seams that are ad-
jacent the tody end walls;

(d) a tear strip for the pouch formed of a strip of
plastic adhered to the pouch and extending between
the end seams of the pouch and located adjacent the
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top of the body to be readily accessible when the
top is opened;

(e) said pouch and said body being held together by
adhesive applied between the pouch and at least one
of the walls;

(f) a closure for the open top of the body, including
a top wall hinged to the body rear wall and an outer
front wall panel hinged to the top wall and over-
lapping the body front wall;

(g) said outer front wall panel being separably secured
to the body front wall;

(h) said package being opened by separating the outer-
front wall panel from the front wall thereby open-
ing the top of the body and exposing the tear strip

in the pouch, and severing the pouch along the tear
strip.

8. A food package, comprising the combination of:

(a) a paperboard body having opposed front and rear
walls, opposed end walls, and a bottom wall, hingedly
connected to one another at corresponding adjacent
edges so that the front wall has one free edge;

(b) a plastic film pouch, suitable for confining the prod-
uct, disposed within the body and extending beyond
said free edge of the front wall toward the top of
the body;

(c) said pouch being in the form of a tube having its

opposite open ends sealed along seams that are ad-
jacent the body end walls;

(d) a tear strip in the pouch extending between the end
seams thereof and located adjacent the top of the

body to be readily accessible when the top is opened;
(e) a top closure panel for the body and hinged to the

body rear wall to overlap a marginal portion of the

front wall and to be releasably secured thereto;

10

15

20
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30

,005

6
(f ) said package being opened by separating the top

closure panel from the front wall thereby exposing
said tear strip, and by severing the pouch along
and with said tear strip.

9. A package according to claim 8, wherein the tear
strip is formed of a strip of plastic and is adhered to the
pouch between the end seams thereof.

10. A package according to claim 8, wherein a lift

panel is hinged to the top closure panel and is free from
connection to the underlying front wall suitable to pro-
vide a gripping area for easy separation of the top closure
panel and front wall.

11. A package according to claim 8, wherein the pouch
is air-tight upon the sealing of the end seams, and where-
in the pouch is adapted to be evacuated of the air con-
fined therein and charged with an atmosphere different

from ambient before the end seams are sealed.
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[57] ABSTRACT
A flip-top recloseable carton is provided in the form of
a six-sided parallelopiped enclosure having opposing
top and bottom walls, front and back walls, and side
walls formed from corresponding panels and flaps de-
fined on a unitary, continuous paperboard blank. The
outer layers of the side walls and the front wall are
provided with horizontal tear-strip sections which form
an integral and continuous tear strip that permits a user
to open the carton from its sealed form. Repeated clos-
ing and positive locking of the carton is realized by use
of a die-cut portion on the inner layer of the front wall
which includes a proximal flap and an island portion
dispersed in forcibly displaceable mutual engagement.
Once the engaging flap and island portion are disen-
gaged forcibly by opening the canon lid, reclosing
thereof leads to snap re-engagement of the flap and
island elements accompanied by positive tactile and
audible feedback indicative of effective carton closure.

15 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets
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FLIP.TOP HECI OSFARI F fAPTHN witm
h

,

admS l° SpiUage of the con,ents ther«>f when such a

heldoftheinvent.cn s

The present invention relates generally to paperboard form of positive indication, either tactile or audible of
cartons or like containers. More specifically, the present the fact that an opened carton has been reclosed ade-mvcntion relates to recloseable paperboard cartons quately in order to realize an effective locking positionwhich can store powdered or granular materials. ^ It has been determined in this regard that the presence

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION of such Uctile or audible feedback indicative of effec-

SSfiSS^ -pect
/°

re

^
osure - ParticuIarIy in

into rectangular ^d^ nn^^^SiSi " TJ^S? *T T
these sections with respect to one another. In forming a

h'vm
«!"T** ^ the St°ragC

carton from the blank, a top, side, or bottom panel of V? *
SUCh P°SltWe feedback

the canon is initially left unsealed so that the carton
determined to provide an apparent sense of

may be filled with a product through the unsealed f(
ca
f
ur

f,

ncc to cons™ers as to retention of 'freshness",

panel. Different equipment is typically used to fill the 20 s*tcty * ?
r scent of the contained product,

carton, depending on the panel which is left unsealed;
Accordingly, there exists a distinct need for a reclose-

"side-fill" equipment is used to fill a carton with an
able

'
fiiP*t0P carton design which overcomes disadvan-

unsealed side panel, "top-fill" equipment is used to fill a
tages of the above tvPe associated with conventional

carton with an unsealed top panel, and "bottom-fiir recloseable paperboard cartons. The present invention
equipment is used to fill a carton with an unsealed bot- 25 effectively and conveniently realizes such a recloseable
torn panel Once the carton is filled with a product, the carton design.

carton is sealed and the filled carton is ready to be sold IMMAP

v

ni: tuu Tv^rrvTTr^v,
to a consumer. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
With respect to powdered detergent applications, In accordance with the foregoing, the present inven-

most detergent companies use "top-fill" equipment or 30 tion provides a paperboard carton of the flip-top type
"bottom-fill" equipment to fill powdered detergent into which is repeatedly recloseable by means of a positive
cartons prior to sealing the cartons. In order for a deter- locking arrangement adapted to provide positive tactile
gent carton design to be compatible with existing filling and/or audible feedback indicative of effective closure
equipment, n is advantageous for the detergent carton . The present invention provides a recloseable paper-
to be constructed with the appropriate panel left un- 35 board carton adapted to be initially filled with a product
sealed so that the carton may be filled through the car- through a top or bottom of the carton prior to sealing
ton top or bottom. the carton> The carton fa useful for ^ granular

In a variety of consumer packaging applications, not or powdered material in the form of an enclosure whichonly is it advantageous to supply cartons or containers is easily assembled and convenient opened and Swhich are compatib e with typ cal industry "filline" 40 m««h fXr J
w^cmicmiy opened and re .

equipment, but it is also important to supply ca tons £° ?n n^^ n
°T

which are capable of being conveniently, Jet securely S«TL^ ff ? "
r
" USmg cffi -

opened and reclosed repeatedly. The ability to be rl-
c'^«d «t-rfective manufacturing process,

peatedly opened and closed down in a lockable manner .

AccordmS * a spectfic embodiment, the present

is particularly important where the carton is used for 45
inventI0

,

n Provjdes a recloseable carton having a posi-

storage of granular or powdered material, such as laun-
UV
,
e l0Ckmg

r

a'raneement providing positive feedback

dry detergent powder.
indicative of effective reclosure, as will be described in

An exemplary recloseable carton design uses a carton ^
etai1

.

below in C0nJunction with the accompanying
lid which hingedly attaches to a back panel of a carton

drawings
- The recloseable carton is in the form of a

base. An integral tear strip is generally used to permit 50
SIX*slded parallelopiped enclosure having opposing top

the opening of a carton which has been packed with the
and honom walls

»
front and back walls, and side walls

appropriate material and subsequently sealed. The lid is
formed fr°ni corresponding panels and flaps defined on

separated from the base by removing the tear strip and
a unitarv

> continuous paperboard blank. The outer lay-

lifting the lid up. Subsequently, the carton is reclosed by ers of the side walIs the front wall are provided
pushing the lid back down to its original position. 55

with noriz°ntal tear-strip sections which form an inte-

Conventional recloseable cartons of the above-identi- S™ 1 and continuous tear strip that functions as conve-
fied type suffer from disadvantages which severely niem means for opening the carton from its sealed form,
restrict their use in certain consumer packaging applica- According to another embodiment of the present
tions, particularly where the packaged product consti- invention, repeated closing and positive locking of the
tutes granular or powdered material such as concen- 60 carton is realized by using a cut-out portion on an inner
trated laundry detergent powder or the like. The pres- layer of the front wall. The cut-out portion includes a
ent inventor has discovered that a major drawback in proximal flap and an island portion dispersed in forcibly
this regard is the general absence of a positive locking displaceable mutual engagement. Once the engaging
arrangement in combination with a carton design which flap and island portion are disengaged forcibly by open-
is conducive to repeated open and reclose operations. 65 ing the carton lid, reclosing thereof leads to snap re-
More specifically, the previously discussed exemplary engagement of the flap and island portion elements
design has been found to be undesirable in certain appli- accompanied by positive tactile and audible feedback
cations because of the likelihood of the lid opening and indicative of effective carton closure
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS °f
raise

2
uPward,y away from »•« ca«on base 26 by

'

. . .
virtue of a hinged attachment 29 of the horizontal edge

Other objects and advantages of the invention will of the top wall 12 to the corresponding horizontal edge
become apparent upon reading the following detailed of the back wall 18 of the carton 10.
description and upon reference to the drawings, in 5 FIG. 2 illustrates a top plan view of a paperboard

„!!; - . ,
,

Wank used for forming a recloseable flip-top carton ofFIG. 1 is a perspective view of a recloseable paper- the type described above in connection with FIG. 1 Asboard carton in accordance with a preferred embodi- shown in FIG. 2, the blank 30 is in the form of a singlemat of the present invention, the carton being in its planar, unitary section of paperboard which includesclosed form with the tear strip partially pulled open; 10 SCVen vertically aligned, substantially rectal/pa"FIG. 2 is a top plan view of the paperboard b ank Pu %r %± m in Jk a<> q«h aa tkI M ,

p

used to for, the recloseable carton fho'wn at FIG. 1, ft*
accordmg to an Ulustratrve embodtment of this inven-

facilitate folding of th

y
e^^

FIG. 3 is a perspective view of the paperboard blank 1 5 ^^^aT^JS^^T*^^ P™t
of FIG. 2 in a partially-folded condition^ Z I?V * i

Sh°T,FIG ' *' the

FIG. 4 is a perspective view of the recloseable carton ^^S^^TT ^ \
1

of FIG. 1, as shown in its open condition with the lid
P
n"tf f?

corr
f£

nds to M °uter ^er of the

raised upwardly to open the carton; ™? w? 16,
i
h^pa"el 36 corresP°nds to an outer layer

FIG. 5 is a segmented cross-sectional view taken 20
°f^o^" 20

; Sf
paneI 38 corresponds to the back

along line 5-5 in FIG. 1 and illustrating the positive
*a ^S?* 40 corresPonds t0 an mncr layer of

locking arrangement of the recloseable carton of the , , ?al
!
22, the panel 42 ^responds to an inner

present invention; and
layer of the front wal1 16

'
and tne Panel 44 corresponds

FIG, 6 is a similar segmented cross-sectional view of
to an

If"
1? i

ayer of l
?
e side wal1 20 '

the positive locking arrangement showing the carton in 25 „ ,

cl
lf

,f
.

the upper four Panels 32 >
34

» 36 and 38 of the

a partially open condition.
b^ank 30 1S Provi<ted with a pair of flaps connected

While the invention is susceptible to various modifi-
along resPe?

tive transverse edges (vertical in FIG. 2) by
cations and alternative forms, a specific embodiment corresponding score lines 48. More specifically, the side

thereof has been shown by way ofexample in the draw- wal1 outer Panei 32 includes a left end flap 32A and a

ings and will herein be described in detail. It should be 30
right end flap 32B * Similarly, left end and right end flaps

understood, however, that it is not intended to limit the
34A

*^ arc respectively associated with the front wall

invention to the particular forms disclosed, but on the outer Panel left and right end flaps 36A, 36B are

contrary, the intention is to cover all modifications, respectively associated with the side wall outer panel

equivalents, and alternatives falling within the spirit and 3^ and left and riSnt end flaps 38A, 38B are associated

scope of the invention as defined by the appended 35 witn the oack waN Pa^l 38.

claims. The flaps associated with the upper four panels 32,

nFcrpiPTTHM r>ir tue DDcrrDDr^ M
'
36 and 38 interact in a conventional manner to formDESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED the top and bottom walls of a carton. With respect toEMBODIMENTS the manner in which these flaps interact to form the '

Referring now to the drawings and in particular to 40 closed carton 10 shown in FIG. 1, the left end flaps

FIG. 1, there is shown a perspective view of an exem- 3^A, 34A, 36A and 38A correspond to the top wall 12,

plary flip-top, recloseable paperboard carton having a and tne right end flaps 32B, 34B, 36B and 38B corre-

ppsitive locking arrangement in accordance with an spond to the bottom wall 14. In the illustrative embodi-
illustrative embodiment of the present invention. In ment of FIG. 2, the end flaps 32A-B have substantially

particular, FIG. 1 shows a recloseable carton which is a 45 tne same transverse (vertical) and longitudinal (horizon-
six-sided parallelopiped enclosure formed of three pairs tal) dimensions, respectively, as the end flaps 36A-B;
of opposing, generally rectangular walls or panels. and the end flaps 34A-B have substantially the same
More specifically, the carton 10 includes opposing top .

transverse and longitudinal dimensions, respectively, as
and bottom walls 12 and 14, opposing front and back the end flaps 38A-B. However, the end flaps 32A-B
walls 16 and 18, and opposing side walls 20 and 22. 50 and 36A-B associated with the side wall outer panels 32
The relative upper portions of the outer layers of the and 36 have transverse dimensions which are substan-

side walls 20, 22 and the front wall 16 are provided with tially smaller than the transverse dimensions of the end
horizontal tear strip sections which effectively form an flaps 34A-B and 38A-B.
integral and continuous tear strip 24. The tear strip 24 is In the embodiment of FIG. 2, the side wall outer
fairly conventional and located about the top three 55 panels 32 and 36 and front wall outer panel 34 have the
panels of the blank used to form the recloseable carton transverse tear strip 24 extending integrally across the
10, as will be described in detail below with reference to panels. The design and structure of the tear strip 24 and
FIG * 3 * its operation in effective sealing and convenient tearing-
The tear strip 24 effectively permits a user to conve- open of a carton of the type disclosed herein is fairly

niently open the carton 10 one it has been filled with the 60 conventional and, accordingly, not described in detail
requisite contents and sealed. Tearing or pulling away herein. It suffices to state that the tear strip 24 is substan-
of the tear strip 24, as indicated in FIG. 1, effectively tially in the form of a pair of transverse parallel lines
releases the sealed edges of the side walls 20. 22 and the having a predefined depth of cut (at least about 30 per-
front wall 16 in order to delineate the carton 10 into a cent) into the outer sides of the side wall outer panels
bottom base portion generally indicated as 26 and a 65 32, 36 and the front wall outer panel 34. The tear strip
upper lid or top portion generally indicated as 28. The 24 includes a reinforcing tape (not shown) attached to
arrangement is such that once the tear strip 24 has been the inner side of the tear strip 24 to prevent the strip
completely pulled away, the carton lid 28 can be swung from breaking apart as a result of the strip being re-
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moved from the carton 10 during the unsealing opera- signed to be such that the island portion 56 ma be ad-

In ft, . .t. •j „ .

hered «n a fixed manner to the inside surface of the frontIn the preferred embodiment, the side wall inner wall outer panel 34 above the tear-strip 24 eenerallv inpanels 40 and 44 and the front wall inner panel 42 func the position indicated in dashedTnes by ,he numera 56'
tion as a Imerfor the recloseable carton. The side wall 5 The arrangement is such that2 he mk£abkinner panels 40 and 44 line the side wall outer panels 32 carton ofFIG. 1 is formed usingXheZJonb^ZZnand 36 respectively, while the front wall inner panel 42 in FIG. 2 and the carton 10 is initially openedI bvJeannelines he from «*U outer panel 34. To function most away the tear-strip 24 and upwarfly rafsing Se HdSS
dfmS of fn

lM,e

H
r

'

,he
„
ttanSVerSe longitudinal thereof, the island'portion 56^ Se cm-oufportion 52dimensions of the side wall inner panels 40 and 44 and 10 breaks free of its restricting nicks and remainVaVtachedhe front wall inner panel 42 are slightly smaller than to the lid 28 about the insL surface ofThe fronT wallthe corresponding dimensions of the side wall outer outer panel 34 at position 56"

panels 32 and 36 and the front wall outer panel 34. A key advantage with respect to the above-describedConsequently, the liner panels 40. 42 and 44 fit snugly flap arrangement using the diUut Mfa thai

Kn n e

n»r««
ed
Ha

m ^ 3°^ " 3 15 when ,he carton formed fromE&KK opened byliner, the panels 40, 42 and 44 nnpart vertically-onented raising the lid 28, the proximal Hap 54 is also rotatedstructural support to the recloseable carton formed outwardly and upwardly. Subsequent?, when the car

I^ca^o vJtt^T^^Vefa! rCCl0Se: t0" iS Cl0Sed by replacing the lid 28 «^s iSa closed

f^c? T .u
y dUrmg St0rage and P°si,ion-

the is!and P°«ion 56 depresses the proximal
transit without the carton being damaged or destroyed 20 flap 54 in a downward direction More importanUv& ™StaCkmg "W^r- For

J
addi,ional inf°™»- ^hen the lid is closed down to such a^ex Ttha, he.on concerning carton liners and their advantages, island portion 56 moves down beyond the e"ensfo„ of

Ser. No, 07/958,013 entitled Paperboard Container Liner locked position and is restrained from upward move-

.ntftw
Pendl^«Paten, aPP'>«t'on Ser. No. 07/957,681 25 ment by the confining action of the proximalI fZ 54enmled Improved Carton and Liner Tear-Tape Assembly, exerted upon the opposing transverse edge oHhe islandboth filed on Oct. 7, 1992, and incorporated herein by portion 56.

8

reference. As a result, the reclosed lid can only be opened bv theUsmg the construction of the blank 30, a carton exertion of a direct force sufficient to snap the islandformed from the blank 30 includes a liner without hav- 30 portion 56 back out of engagemen with the 5raS3
Th! f,°„r^

e a
" °f"

0"8
,'

Paper
l°

ard b,Mlk ,0 f0rm fl3P 54 bv virtue of^
r" ? USC °f S

?'
ngle

,

P^^0"" blank t0 P™- thereof due to the opening of the lid. The above-Ca
?on a,,v

?
v 10 manufacture and described "snap" action undergone by the island por-cost-effective. In addition lined cartons formed from tion 56 relative to the proximal flap 54 as the lid 28 ofmgle blanks may be produced relatively fast because 35 the carton 10 is reclosec(provides positive tactile as welZZ^TuT °n!y hm"ed b>' the ,imC h UkeS 85 9Udible feedback indicativ' ^ effective ecIoSto produce one blank and> more importanlly> locki of the ,jd 28 re, ;

g

In accordance with the recloseable carton of the the base section 26 of the carton 10

^h"
1

T™'0"* V
he fr°nt

n'
M 'nne

!.
pan

.

el 42 is Pro' The manner ^ which the carton 10 shown in FIG 1

^ ,1 T«
h

f

an °Verhanrgn
/?:

SOwh,Ch isconnected *> * ambled from the paperboard blank 30 is fairlyto the left Werse edge of the panel 42 by a line of conventional except for the above-described mannerweakness 49 wh.ch is .km to the earlier-described lines according to which the overhanging flap 50 Z "heof weakness used for l.nkmg the seven main panels die-cut portion 52 (including the proximal flap 54 andw-ak-- « the overhang- the island portion 56) is fbld'ed and3 adhertd'omg flap 50 to the from wall mner panel 42 ,s creased 45 the corresponding portions of the blank panels The

iSSlf
10 PCTT be

,
ndi"g

°f
hin8ed 'y 0Vera" °Pera,ions involved in assembling the blank 30

^ k ^ /V downwardly and ,nwardly m order into the carton 10 are well-known to those skilled in the

«^« t?S ? apP
,
r0pr,a

i
e glue or lke

,
adherinS a» °f P^erboard packaging containers and is, accord-means, to the inside surface of the panel 42, i.e., the ingly, not described in detail herein

FI01^Sl42
r

W
£
iCh

n
iS h

in
de

f
n fr0m

,
view in 50

,
Refe™g to FIG. 3, i, is sufficient to state herein that

.. v iTU? f .
^P 50 after 11 has been the blank 30 is initially folded and glued to form an

SStJ

°

,neins,desu
f
a« of «he Pane'42isdenoted open-sided generally rectangular, four-sided cSnerby the reference numeral 50" by appropriately folding the seven main panels 32, 34Also, m accordance with the present invention, the 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44 about the corresponding score linesfront wall inner panel 42 has a d e-cut portion 52 there- 55 or lines of weakness 46. The recloseaWe canon 10 ofupon which includes a proximal flap 54 about the left FIG. 1 is basically defined as an enclosure fomed bytransverse edge of the panel 42 by the same line of the various panels and end flaps which define thTcanonweakness 49 which links the overhanging flap 50 to the blank 30. In particular, the overhanging flap 50 is firs"front wall inner panel 42. In add.tion, the die^cut por- folded to the extent of 180* about the line of weaknSI

tion 52 includes a flap-receiving or distal island portion 60 49 and glued or otherwise adhered so that it lies perma-
56 which is linked to the leading transverse edge of the nently against the inner side of the front wall inner panelproximal flap 54 and the surrounding sections of the 42.

P

panel 42 by means of weakening "nicks." The weaken- Subsequently, the carton blank 30 is formed into a
ing nicks allow the distal island portion section 56 to be generally rectangular, four-sided tubular body bv suc-
easily separated from both the surrounding portion of 65 cessively. folding each of the seven main panels about
the front wall inner panel 42 and the proximal flap 54. the transverse lines of weakness 46 which link adioinine

In particular, the die-cut portion 52, including the panels by the extent of 90' so that the front wall outer
proximal flap 54 and the distal island portion 56, is de- panel 34 is effectively positioned with its inner surface
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positioned against the outer surface of the front wall direction of the small arrow (see FIG. 6), the island
inner panel 42. At this point, the external surface of the portion 56 clears the restriction presented thereto by the
island portion 56 which contacts the inner surface of the proximal flap 54 and the lid 28 becomes free to be
front wall outer panel 34 is glued or otherwise fixedly opened. It should be noted that the upward movement
adhered thereto. The proximal flap 54 is not affixed to 5 of the lid 28 and island portion 56 initially causes the
the corresponding inner surface of the front wall outer proximal flap 54 to be hingedly rotated in an upward
panel 34 but, instead, remains in contact therewith by direction until the upward movement, in combination
virtue of being linked to the island portion 56 through with the "give" of the proximal flap 54 and the over-
the connection using the weak nicks described above. hanging flap 50, allows the island portion 56 to clear the
To securely hold the blank 30 in the form of a four- 10 proximal flap 54. As shown in FIG. 4, the island portion

sided tubular body, the outer surface of the side wall 56 includes a tab 57 which can be grasped by a user for
inner panel 44 is fixedly adhered by adhesive, such as assistance in opening the lid 28.
glue, to the inner surface of the side wall outer panel 36. When the recloseable carton 10 is reclosed by closing
Similarly, the outer surface of the side wall inner panel the lid 28 back to its original position, a similar interac-
40 is fixedly adhered to the inner surface of the side wall 15 tion between the proximal flap 54 and the island portion
outer panel 32. 56 takes place. More specifically, downward movement
The open-ended tubular body formed as described of the lid 28 causes the island portion 56 attached

above is then completed into the form of the carton 10 thereto to move against proximal flap 54. As the down-
by appropriately folding inward the outwardly extend- ward force is continued to be exerted, the island portion
ing end flaps and gluing together correspondingly op- 20 56 causes the flap 54 to be hingedly rotated in a down-
posed sections thereof,JThis assembly is preferably per- ward direction while, at the same time, causing the
formed m two stages: first

T
closing and sealing one end proximal flap 54 and the overhanging flap 50 to again

(top or bottom^ ofthe carton, and next filling the box "give" until the island portion 56 completely bypasses
with the requisite contents prior to closing the remain- the flap 54 and snaps into a locked position with contact
ing end oi tne carton to yield a closed and entirely 25 between opposing transverse edges ofthe island portion
sealedcgiicji^ deter- 56 and the proximal flap 54. This snap/locking action
gent applications and the like, the "top/bottom-fill" produces the above-described positive tactile and audi-
design oi tne carton 10 formed from the carton blank 30 ble feedback when the lid 28 has been effectively
is^advantageous because most detergent companies use" locked.
equipment adapted tor tilling deteryeiilihrQugh the top_ 30 A significant advantage with the above-described
nr hnttnm rartnm* structural design for the positive closure arrangement is
Inks closed form, the carton 10 is a substantially that the interlocking elements, i.e., the proximal flap 54

parallelopiped enclosure formed by opposing top and and the distal island portion 56, are both originally
bottom walls 12, 14 which are respectively formed from formed on the front wall inner panel of the blank. In
(i) the combination of folded and glued flaps 32A. 34A, 35 particular, this design prevents any possibility of the
36A and 38A, and (ii) the combination or folded and elements being separated from each other or, more
glued flaps 32B, 34B, 36B and 38B; opposing front and importantly, from the carton blank, as a result 'of any
back walls 16 and 18 respectively formed from (i) the step involved in the assembly process,
front^wall outer panel 34 in conjunction with the front The design is also advantageous in that it avoid un-
wall inner panel 42, and (ii) the back wall panel 38; and 40 necessary board build-up resulting from folding over of
opposing side walls 20, 22 respectively formed from (i) panel sections in order to define the interlocking ele-
the side wall outer panel 36 in conjunction with the side ments. More specifically, the interlocking action of
wall inner panel 44, and (ii) the side wall outer panel 32 these elements, as described above with respect tom conjunction with the side wall inner panel 40. FIGS. 4-6, is realized with minimal board build-up

Referring now in particular to FIGS. 4, 5 and 6, there 45 particularly in the "sandwiched" layer portions (see, for
are shown illustrations which facilitate an understand- instance, FIGS. 5 and 6) where the overlapping panel
ing of the manner in which the positive recloseable sections are adjacently positioned to define the con-
locking arrangement functions in accordance with the tainer walls. As a result, the carton panel cuts necessary
recloseable carton of the present invention. As particu- for proper assembly can be made relatively straight (as
larly shown in the segmented cross-sectional view of 50 opposed to being tapered) so that the resulting assem-
FIG. 5, when the carton is in its sealed condition, the bled carton has a substantially "square" configuration
island portion 56 remains attached to the proximal flap This eliminates the need for more exotic mechanical
54 by virtue of the weak nicks through which the two packaging equipment used in filling and sealing,
elements are linked. In addition, the island portion 56 is While the present invention has been described with
permanently adhered to the corresponding inner sur- 55 reference to one or more particular embodiment, those
face of the lid 28. At the same time, both the island skilled in the art will recognize that many changes may
portion 56 and the proximal flap 54 also remain in be made thereto without departing from the spirit and
contact with the folded over overhanging flap 50 of the scope of the present invention. For example, in one
front wall inner panel 42. embodiment the design ofthe panels 40, 42 and 44 ofthe
When the tear strip 24 has been torn away and the 60 blank 30 in FIG. 3 is modified so that the panels have a

box is opened by pushing the lid 28 in an upwardly shorter longitudinal (vertical in FIG. 3) dimension so
direction (as indicated by the large arrow in the seg- that the panels line only an upper one-third to one-half
mented cross-sectional of FIG. 6), the upper transverse of the side wall outer panels 32 and 36 and the front wall
edge ofthe island portion 56 pushes against the corre- outer panel 34. In another embodiment, an additional
sponding opposing transverse edge of the proximal flap 65 panel is hingedly connected to the side wall inner panel
54. When the upward force exerted upon the lid 28 44 of FIG. 2 so as to function as a back wall inner panel,
sufficiently forces the proximal flap 54 as well as a por- The additional panel lines the back wall panel 38 and
tion ofthe overhanging flap 50 to "give

1

' in the general has transverse and horizontal dimensions slightly
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smaller than the corresponding dimensions of the back
wall panel 38. Each of these embodiments and obvious
variations thereof is contemplated as falling within the
spirit and scope of the claimed invention, which is set
forth in the following claims. 5
What is claimed is:

1. A recloseable paperboard carton, comprising:
opposing top and bottom walls, opposing front and
back walls, and opposing side walls;

wherein the side walls and front wall include inner 10
and outer layers, an upper portion of the outer
layers including an integral and continuous hori-
zontal tea strip for opening up the carton from a
sealed form to form a lid hingedly attached to a
base section, and the inner layers being disposed 15
adjacent to the upper portion of the outer layers;
and

wherein the inner layer of the front wall includes a
flap and a flap-receiving portion disposed in forci-
bly displaceable mutual engagement such that 20
opening the carton lid exerts a force which disen-
gages the mutual engagement between the flap and
the flap-receiving portion, and reclosing the lid

leads to snap re-engagement of the flap and the
flap-receiving portion. 25

2. The recloseable paperboard carton as recited in
claim 1, wherein the snap re-engagement of the flap and
the flap-receiving portion is accompanied by positive
tactile and audible feedback.

3. The recloseable paperboard canon as recited in 30
claim 2, wherein the carton is assembled such that the
flap-receiving portion is fixedly attached to an inner
surface of the carton lid and at the same time separata-
bly attached to the flap, and wherein opening of the lid

separates the flap-receiving portion from the flap while 35
retaining the flap on the inner layer of the front wall.

4. The recloseable paperboard carton as recited in

claim 3 wherein the flap-receiving portion includes an
island portion.

5. The recloseable paperboard carton as recited in 40
claim 3 wherein the flap and the flap-receiving portion
are separatably linked to each other about opposing
transverse edges thereof, a distal transverse edge of the
flap-receiving portion being separatably attached to an
inner surface of the front wall outer layer, wherein 45
opening of the carton lid causes the flap-receiving por-
tion to be separated from the flap and the front wall
inner layer and be retained on the inner surface of the
carton lid.

6. The recloseable paperboard carton as recited in 50
claim 5 wherein opening of the carton lid causes the
opposing transverse edge of the flap-receiving portion
to push against the opposing transverse edge of the flap

until the engagement therebetween is released by rela-

tive inward movement of the flap and the front wall 55
inner layer to which it is attached.

7. The recloseable paperboard carton as recited in

claim 6 wherein the flap-receiving portion includes a
tab adapted to be grasped by a user in opening the car-

ton lid. 60
8. The recloseable paperboard carton as recited in

claim 5 wherein reclosing of the carton lid causes re-

engagement between the opposed transverse edges of
the flap-receiving portion and the flap by interaction

between the flap and the flap-receiving portion wherein
the flap and the front wall inner layer to which it is

attached undergo relative inward movement until the
flap-receiving portion realizes snap engagement be-

114
10

twecn the opposed transverse edges accompanied by
the positive tactile and audible feedback.

9. The recloseable paperboard carton as recited in
claim 3, wherein the inner layer of the front wall further
includes an overhanging section connected to an inner
surface of the front wall inner layer, the overhanging
section being adjacent to the flap and the flap-receiving
portion.

10. A recloseable paperboard carton, comprising:
opposing top and bottom walls, opposing front and
back walls, and opposing side walls;

wherein the side walls and front wall include inner
and outer layers, an upper portion of the outer
layers including an integral and continuous hori-
zontal tear strip for opening up the carton from a
sealed form to form a lid hingedly attached to a
base section, and the inner layers being disposed
adjacent to the upper portion of the outer layers;

wherein the inner layer of the front wall includes a
die-cut portion, disposed in proximity to the tear
strip, having (i) a flap arranged substantially paral-
lel to the tear strip, the flap having a first transverse
edge hingedly connected to the front wall inner
layer and (ii) an island portion separatably linked to
a second transverse edge of the flap and surround-
ing sections of the front wall inner layer by means
of weakening nicks, an outer surface of the island
portion being fixedly attached to an inner surface
of the front wall outer layer; and

wherein the flap and the island portion are disposed
in forcibly displaceable mutual engagement such
that removing the tear strip and opening the canon
lid causes the island portion to break free of the
weakening nicks and to disengage the mutual en-
gagement, and reclosing the lid leads to snap re-
engagement of the flap and the island portion.

11. A method of producing a recloseable paperboard
carton, comprising the steps of:

providing a paperboard blank including seven sub-
stantially rectangular panels hingedly connected to
each other by horizontal score lines, the seven
panels including a plurality of outer panels corre-
sponding to outer layers of the carton and a plural-
ity of inner panels corresponding to inner layers of
the canon, each of the outer panels having a pair of
end flaps hingedly connected to opposing trans-
verse edges of each of the outer panels, selected
ones of the outer panels having a transverse tear
strip extending integrally across the selected ones
of the outer panels, and one of the inner panels
including a flap and a flap-receiving portion dis-
posed in forcibly displaceable mutual engagement;

forming the blank into a generally rectangular, fouT-
sided tubular body by successively folding each of
the outer and inner panels about the horizontal
score lines to the extent of 90° so that the inner
panels are positioned within the outer panels;

adhering the flap-receiving portion to an inner sur-
face of an adjacent one of the outer panels; and

folding the pair of end flaps of each of the outer pan-
els to form top and bottom walls of the carton.

12. The method as recited in claim 11. further com-
prising the step of adhering an outer surface of one of
the inner panels to an inner surface of an adjacent one of
the outer panels.

13. The method as recited in claim 11, further includ-
ing the step of removing the tear strip to form a carton
having a lid and a base section.
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14, The method as recited in claim 13, further includ-
ing the step of opening the lid by exerting a force which
disengages the mutual engagement between the flap and
the flap-receiving portion.

15. The method as recited in claim 14, further includ-

12

ing the step of reclosing the lid by snap re-engagement

of the flap and the flap-receiving portion.
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[57] ABSTRACT
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1 2

FLIP TOP DISPFNSFR rabttiv •

6 ta a
,

t0p phm vieW of the erec,ed carton show-

UlbFJUMSER CARTON ,ng the top closure pivoted to its open position.

Tui. • Referring now to the drawings, there is shown in

ucMhST
n relate

%
t0 8 diSpenSing Pr°d - FIG

'
1 a Preferred "bodimcnt of rone-{tocS^^g?^^^^^^"^- 5 SC°red PaPerbo^ Wank, denoted generally by the

^oT^nZ^^ d°Sed^ mea
u
nS °f " flip t0p nUmeral 2

'

Which is adaPted to fo™ the carton of thispivoting closure hingedly connected to the top wall of invention. The blank 2 includes a front wall panel 4 atne carton,
first side wall panel 6 connected to the front wall panelPaperboard cartons adapted for dispensing of prod- 4 along a fold line 8, and a back wall panel 10 connected

uct via an opening m the top of the carton which is 10 to the side wall panel 6 along a fold line 12 A second
covered and uncovered by a pivotable flip top are gen- side wall panel 14 is connected to the back wall panel 10
erally old in the art Some typical constructions for such along a fold line 16, and a glue flap 18 is connected to
cartons are shown in U.S. Pat. Nos. 2,348,377 Good- the second side wall panel 14 along a fold line 20 The
year, 2,351,812 Guyer; 2,355,665 Mabee; 2,361,597 But- stippling on the glue flap 18 indicates generally the
tery; 3,033,435 Forrer; 3,335,924 Miller; 3,338,502 Sa- 15 placement of adhesive on the glue flap 18. It is noted
bm; and 3,765,593 D'Alessio. that the upper portion 18' of the glue flap 18 is devoid of
The carton of this invention has a pivotable flip top adhesive. It is also noted that the upper portions adja-

closure which is hingedly connected to the top wall 00111 10 tne ^old lines 16 and 20 are cut at 16' and 20' to
assembly of the carton. The top closure has side wing ^ve flexibility to the upper portion 14' of the side wall
panels, one of which is integral with the front wall of 20 Panel 14t

the carton and the other of which overlaps the back Bottom closure flaps 22, 24, 26 and 28 are foldably
wall of the carton. The wing panels are foldably inter-

connected to the panels 14, 10, 6 and 4 along fold lines
connected by an outer panel which overlies a side wall 30, 32, 34 and 36 respectively, The flap 28 has an era-
of the carton. The top wall of the flip top closure is

bossed area 38 thereon which is raised toward the
formed by overlapping closure flaps foldably connected

25 viewer
> ™ shown in FIG. 1. This allows for closer

respectively to the front wall, the back wall, and the
contact between the flaps when the bottom is formed on

outer panel, which overlapping closure flaps are adhe-
the carton -

sively secured together. The front wing panel is con-
The top c,osure of the carton is formed by a plurality

nected to the front panel by a rupturable interrupted cut
°f closure flaPs which are folded into overlapping rela-

score line which serves to hold the flip top closure in its
30 tionshiP-^ toP closure flaps include a flap 40 foldably

closed position prior to initially opening the carton. To to the t0p of the back wal1 panel 10 ^onB a
open the carton, the outer panel is moved upwardly :

42
*
1116 flap 40 is embossed at 44 so as to be

causing the cut score line to rupture whereby the clo-
raiSe

2
toward the ^ewer as seen in FIG. 1. A top clo-

sure is free to pivot to a carton-opening position. The
^ure flap 46 is connected to the top of the side wall panel

closure can then be pivoted back down to re-close the
g a lme ^ A third top closure flaP 50 «

carton. connected to the top of the front wall panel 4 along a

It is, therefore, an object of this invention to provide 1° u
Hne *2

'
Cl
°l

Ure flap 50 is embossed at 54 so as

a paperboard carton formed from a one-piece blank ? awav from vi*wer as seen in FIG. 1.

which carton has a pivoting flip top closure ' M
pivoting closure panel 56 is foldably connected to the

It is a further object of this invention to' provide a I
°f^ fr°nt WaI1 paneI 4 a fold line 58

canon of the character described wherein the closure is £.?wlT^t?™^ * ^ ^ 50

initially secured to a wall of the carton by a rupturable £2L51 ? a k TKV^J^ **
interrupted cut score line

panel 56 IS connected hY the fold line 58 to a portion 62

It is an additional object of this invention to provide ^ 7!!
P&neI 4 Whi

,

ch is b0Unded by a "P*"
a carton of the character described wherein the closure

45

r

interrupted c* sc°re ine <** which portion 62

includes panels thereof which overlie n^v^SS jT^^SlS'??l^ST """J °f^^
of the carton

'on. The wmg panel 62 is foldably connected to an outer

These and other objects and advantages of the carton fifi^^i^lw* 3 *™e closureP^1

of this invention will become more readily apparent 50 £n 70 h?9 ffi?

^

0M^ ed *°^ '^r 'oP closure

from the following detailed description of a preferred k!
P
, «^ 72,

""L
10

?
second wms pand 74

embodiment thereof taken in coSto wXheT *
7* ™e

,

second^ P3^ 74 * f°Wably

form of the carton showing the front wall of the carton; the carton shown faRS&^tSB^SedJ^^SS^?" t0 G ' 2 but showins MgBB^^^W^S-
c^A <i?

n^3^^?^^yTCted nmrsurfacTonhe fronTwa
"p^TSS g

,

m
1

anner
u
m wmch^ A>p top closure wing panel_74 and medial top closure flap 78 are foldeT

is formed pnor to folding the outermost top closure flap tiSgShSBrfSBTTF^^
Fin

a
s\«f,^..i^ 1 »• 1 • r V 65 c»ated^urfa^oftAeflap°8TlnTo^ta^^^FIG. 5 is a front side elevational view of the erected clps^fl^rThTTordinTol^^

carton showing the top closure pivoted to its open posi- n?SSoFfe latter whereby the flap 78 is then free of10n
' connection to the flap 70. As noted in FIGS. 2 and 3, the
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outer side closure panel 66 overlies the upper portion
14' of the side wall panel 14, and the wing panel 74
overlies the back wall panel 10.

The carton is further erected to the expanded form
shown in FIG. 4 by applying compression to the fold 5

lines 8 and 16 to cause the side panels 6 and 14 to orient
perpendicular to the front and back panels 4 and 10.
This also orients the outer side closure panel 66 perpen-
dicular to the wing panels 62 and 74. The side inner top
closure flaps 46 and 70 are then folded about the fold 10

lines 48 and 72 respectively to lie perpendicular to the
side wall panels 6 and 14 with the flap 70 also lying

perpendicular to the outer side closure panel 66. The
coadhered panels 40, 78 and 84 are then folded inwardly
about the fold lines 42 and 80 respectively into overlap- 15

ping relationship with the flaps 46 and 70 and secured
thereto. The outer top closure flaps 50 and 56 are then
folded inwardly about the fold lines 52 and 58 respec-
tively into overlapping relationship with the flaps 40, 84
and 78 and secured thereto. The latter folding operation

20

brings the fold lines 60 and 86 into overlying registry.

The top of the carton is thus closed whereupon the
carton is then filled with product through the open
bpttom which is thereafter closedT
To open the filled carton, the outer top closure panel

25

66 is pulled upwardly from the underlying side wall
panel 14 causing the rupturable interrupted cut score
line 64 to break freeing the wing panel 62 from connec-
tion with the front wall panel 4. The closure panels 56, -

Q
62, 66, 70, 74 and 78 then pivot about the superimposed
fold lines 60 and 86 to the position shown in FIG. 5. It

will be noted that the absence of adhesive on the upper
portion 18* of the panel 18 allows the wing 62 to move
upwardly away from the front wall panel 4. Pivoted

35
movement of the top closure may be continued until the
panel 56 is brought against the panel 50, as shown in

FIG. 6, whereupon the carton is opened so that its

contents can be poured out through the exposed open-
ing. The carton may be reclosed by pivoting the top 40
closure structure about the fold lines 60 and 86 back to
its initial position.

It will be readily appreciated that the carton of this
invention provides a secure, yet easily openable flip top
closure for dispensing of product. The carton can be 45
readily erected from the blank to a flattened bulk ship-
ping configuration, and further erected from the flat-

tened configuration to an expanded form. The connec-
tion between one of the wing panels and its associated
front wall panel permits ready observation of tampering 50
of the closure assembly.

Since many changes and variations of the disclosed
embodiment of the invention may be made without
departing from the inventive concept, it is not intended
to limit the invention otherwise than as required by the 55
appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A carton formed from a one-piece paperboard
blank, said carton comprising front and back walls in-

terconnected by opposed side walls and said carton 60
having a pivotable top closure comprising:

(a) a pair of wing panels, one of said wing panels
being connected to one of said front and back walls
by a rupturable interrupted cut score line, and the
other of said wing panels overlying the other of
said front and back walls;

(b) an outer closure panel foldably connected to each
of said wing panels, said outer closure panel over-
lying one of said side walls;

(c) a plurality of top closure flaps foldably connected
to said wing panels and said outer closure panel,
said top closure flaps being overlapped and adhe-
sively secured together; and

(d) at least one of said top closure flaps being foldably
connected to a top cover flap which, in turn, is

foldably connected to one of said front and back
walls.

2. A carton formed from a one-piece paperboard
blank, said carton having front, back and side walls
foldably connected together, and said carton having a
pivotable top closure comprising:

(a) a first top cover flap foldably conncted to one of
said front and back walls;

(b) a first wing panel connected to one of said front
and back walls along a rupturable interrupted cut
score line;

(c) a second wing panel overlying the other of said
front and back walls;

(d) an outer closure panel overlying one of said side
walls and foldably connected to each of said wing
panels;

(e) a first top closure flap foldably connected to said

first wing panel;

(f) a second top closure flap foldably connected to
said outer closure panel;

(g) a third top closure flap foldably connected to said

second wing panel;

(h) said first, second and third top closure flaps being
overlapping and adhesively secured together; and

(i) at least one of said top closure flaps being foldably

connected to said first top cover flap.

3. The carton of claim 2, further comprising a second
top cover flap foldably connected to the other of said
front and back walls with said first and second top
cover flaps being overlapping and adhesively secured
together.

4. The carton of claim 3, further comprising a glue
flap connected to said third closure flap along a first

fold line said glue flap overlapping and being adhesively
secured to one of said first and second top cover flaps.

5. The carton of claim 4, wherein said first top closure
flap is foldably connected to the other of said first and
second top cover flaps along a second fold line and
wherein said first and second fold lines are disposed in

overlying registry.

6. The carton of claim 2, further comprising a glue
panel foldably connected to said one of said side walls
and adhesively secured to an inside surface of said one
of said front and back walls, said glue panel underlying
said first wing panel and being free of adhesive on the
portion thereof which underlies said first wing panel.
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3 Claims. (CI. 229—20)

, 1964,

mn̂ iH
mVenh

°u,
relates to a cartoa hav'"ng an auto-matically openable cover and having such a construction

that the upper part of an inner case can be bent soas to open by a connection between a tab on the innerface of an outer sleeve-like case and a siidable member

uTI
a8iT ^^ C3Se When the inner case is pShedup along the outer sleeve-like case.

M«J
S °^Kt ?

f ^ present invention to provide acarton which can be opened automatically by only one

Z coZ
n
°
D6ed

°
f SPCCial handling

*or openinS

Another object of this invention is to provide a device tohm t the amount the cover can be opened for making surethat the cover will close after the inner case has been

A further object of this invention is the provision of a

d™ 1'° C'0Se t

5V"Iton 80 *at *° inncr
P
ca~ll notdrop down out of the outer case during closing.A preferred embodiment of the invention is shown inthe accompanying drawing in which:

n«,.JJ? 3 P^Pe^ive view from the rear side ofone embodiment of the invention;

oft!
16

," ?
is a Side sectional view of the carton of FIG 1after it has been opened;

JSn',i
iS 3 of an embodiment of thecarton wherein a safety device has .been provided-

4 is a sectional view of the case of FIGURE 3
after it has been opened; and

*J^-
GS

"
5A and 5B a*e PersPective views of the outerand inner cases, respectively, of FIGS. 3 and 4

in a
reiere

?ce.

n>™«-als indicate corresponding partsin the several views of the drawing.
Paperboard cartons having an inner casing siidable in anouter sleeve-hke casing have been used widely for $£.e tes, canda and so on, but such a carton not only re-quires handhng to push the inner casing out of the outer

open ^ cover to remove the contents. These handlingsmay be cumbersome for an adult in taking, for exampl?
cigarettes out of the carton and for a y^lffStaking candies out of the carton.

nn-S/'?
D0W £vised a flew cartM »M* can beopened automatically by only one motion of pushing theinner casing without need of other handlings owuf. tothe provision of a new and simple device

w
l
th
f
only a *vice to open its cover automati-

on

^

y
.v

a
.

Bf
u
Ct tha

i.
wien ^ « handled wrong such as,

^L!f
n
?f

lc
•
by pusbing ^^ «» downward by

mistake, its contents may drop out of the case owing to thenmer case falling out of the outer case, and when theinner case is pushed too far upwardly, its contents mayalso drop out of the case owing to the inner case comingS Sf fi!e 0Dter case
-
and whe° the inner casl

hJZ
hed
4tin ufurtni

wjlpwardly, closing the cover maybecome difficult and the expected action of a tab 4 onthe outer case does not occur because the inner case
is moved upward so far that an aperture 15 in the flap

ZZ l^STJ*??* *e tab 4 hardly. As a solu-
tion for such difficulties, tight contact of the inner case
to the outer case can be provided, but a carton of thistype may be expensive to manufacture with sufficient pre-

^ 5?
moreover may result in bad sliding action be-

ZTl
the casings during opening and closing and result

m,
ahTfCCt °n the action of the flaP when opened toomuch. The carton of the present invention has a safety

%T%JFV m HGURES 3
' * and 5 which can eliminate

the difficulties and faults above described, and easy slid-

«f 15? a
and prevention of the inner case from coming

out of the outer case can be attained by limiting themovement of the inner case without restricting the action
10 S . ^m Carton of Present invention may

5 „
said t0

/
bea completely satisfactory embodiment ofan automatically openable carton

One embodiment of this invention, referring to the draw-

^
_

Jng in greater detail, is described in the following example:
° EXAMPLE 1

fjL
n -°Uter SlfVe"Iike casing 1 of octangular cylindrical

tZ JITi

T

Ki 80 k has on middle of the

£L 8 lts

l
ear paneI 2 a resilient tab 4 which is

20 bent over against the inner face of the rear panel 2 An
c?n

6

vT? 5 iS manufact«ed so that its rear panel 18can be bent at a fold 11 by which the rear panel 10 isdivided in two parts, i.e., a main part 8 and a cover 9

•< SlT "I
6 P

>•

°f the imer casing 5 are separated com-

13 t a ? \t
A dependir'g aCtua'inS member

nLHf ^
10^ top edSe of ^ "ar cover

™Jr
12

,

and /'"ends down between the inside of therear panel 2 of the outer casing and the rear panel 10 ofthe inner casing. At the position where the depending
1

?Tb
-

r 13 is 0pposite fold H in the reaf

S
mSer Casmg 5 WDen ^ cart°n is closed,

is a fold 14 capable of being bent In addition, at the

frlT T?"
6 !dependiflg member 13 is opposite thetab 4 on the outer case 1 when the carton is opened is an

35 aperture 15 having a similar shape but in
position of the tab 4.

"veise

To open this carton, only one motion is required It isonly necessary to push the button of the inner casing inthe direction as shown in FIGURE 2 with the tip of a40 finger. The tab 4 on the outer casing engages in th^
aperture 15 in the depending member 13 as thelner catmg is pushed upward, and the depending member 13 itself

tTa ^^^^ beCa"Se °f the element by the

45 S ,* *
•

P °? Whlcb extends between tbe rear panel 10of the inner casmg and the depending member 13. There-
fore, when the inner casing 5 is pushed upward further,

/I
1
I ??

the hmr casinS 5 is pivoted backward
around the fold 11 by the depending member 13 and ton

50 ZMITJ
1S

t

°P^ ^ IiM 16 50 that t^ contents may

opened by only one motion by pushing on the bottom

£ ^ T!l CaSmg
- More°ver

( when the casing is tobe closed the cover 9 on the inner casing 5 is pusheddownward and the tab 4 moves out of the aperture 1555 m the depending member 13 and the carton c"n beclosed smoothly. Although the cover opening devLt
includedUherein the appearance of this carton is simi-
lar to the generally used cartons of this type and doesnot have an unusual form.

B s

EXAMPLE 2

Jfl?
eXampIe hasa safety device t0 prevent the trouble

resulting from the inner casing sliding out of the outer

of a top edge 3 of a rear panel 2 of a rectaneular cvlin
dr^al shaped sleeve-like outer casing 11 a resiLt^ab"
4 bent downwardly against the rear panel 2. Both side
panels 7 of the inner casing 5 are separated into a main

70 Si".
panel 8 ™d a coyei-

.

s'<te Panel 9, and the rear panel

\l
S

A
connected at a fle/i^e fold 11 t0 cover rear panel

12. Against the rear face of the rear panel 12 of thecover is a depending member 13 having its top edge
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connected to the top edge of the cover rear panel 12.

In the part of member 13 opposite the fold 11 when the
carton is closed is a flexible fold 14, and in the part of

member 13 opposite the tab 4 on the outer case 1 when
the carton is opened is an aperture 15 having a similar
shape but in a reverse position to tab 4. When the
inner casing is pushed upward, the tab 4 enters the aper-
ture 15, and thus the depending member 13 is restrained
against upward movement which results in the bending
over of the cover 9 at the fold 11 and the case is opened.
At a little lower position than that of the fold 11 on
the rear panel 10 of the inner casing is a resilient tab a
cut out of panel 10 so as to be directed upwardly and
hinged to the panel 10 at the bottom of ta'b a. When the
carton is closed, the lower edge b of the depending mem-
ber 13 is engaged between the rear panel 10 and the upper
part of the tab a. When the inner casing 5 is pushed
upward for opening the carton, the tab 4 extends into
the aperture 15 in the depending member 13 which re-

sults in the pivoting of the cover 9 to the open position.

As the bending proceeds, the rear panel 10 and the tab a
move further toward the lower edge b of the depending
member 13, and then are stopped from further upward
movement by the bottom a' of the tab a engaging the

lower edge b of member 13. Accordingly, not only is the

rise of the inner casing stopped but also the tab 4 is not
pulled too hard by the aperture 15 so that automatic
opening of the case can be done safely.

If the top panel d of the cover in the inner casing moves

4
the outer casing, a tab attached to the edge of the rear
panel at the upper edge thereof and bent downwardly
along the inside surface of the rear panel, an inner cas-
ing slidable within said outer casing and having a top

5 panel, and at least a cover rear panel and cover side
panels depending therefrom, the cover rear panel being
hinged to the upper edge of the rear panel of the inner
casing, and an actuating member hingedly secured to
the rear edge of the cover top panel and extending down-

10 wardly between the rear panels of the inner and outer
casings, said actuating member having an aperture there-
in at a point spaced below the edge thereof hinged to said
cover top panel and in which said tab engages to stop
upward movement of said inner casing relative to said

15 outer casing when the inner casing is urged upwardly,
said actuating member lying entirely within said outer
casing when said inner casing is within said outer casing
with the cover closed and the cover top panel level
with the upper edge of the rear panel of the outer casing,

20 whereby the cover is pivoted rearwardly on further up-
ward movement of said inner casing relative to said outer
casing.

2. A carton as claimed in claim 1 in which said cover
top panel extends laterally beyond at least said depending

25 cover side panels, whereby said extended portions rest

against the upper edges of said outer casing when said inner
casing is within said outer casing with the cover closed.

3. A carton as claimed in claim 1 in which said rear
- - _ panel of said inner casing has a flap secured thereto and

down lower than the tab 4, the tab 4 moves out of contact 30 lying along the said rear panel and extending upwardly
with the rear panel of the inner case and tends to bend therealong, said flap being at a point spaced downwardly
toward the upper edge of the outer casing due to its from the end of said actuating member when said inner
resiliency. Thus, when the inner casing is not pushed casing is within the outer casing with the cover closed,
upward opening the carton, the tab is forced to extend whereby when the inner casing is moved upwardly within
upwardly from the edge of rear panel 2 and will not 35 the outer casing and the cover is opened, further upward
engage in aperture 15, and thus it cannot perform its

function. In order that the upper end of the inner
case does not move lower than the top edge of the outer
casing, the upper panel of the cover on the inner casing
5 extends laterally at c a distance about the same as the 40
thickness of the side panels 7 of outer casing 1, which
extensions contact the upper edge of the side panels 7
of the outer casing when the carton is closed. Thus this

device not only keeps the inner casing from moving
downwardly so that the tab 4 will perform its function 45

during opening of the carton but also prevents the inner
casing from sliding down below the upper edge of the

outer case.

We claim:

1. A carton having an automatically opening cover, said 50.

carton comprising an outer sleeve-like casing having an
unapertured rear panel which extends the full length of

movement of the inner casing brings the flap under the
lower end of said actuating member and stops still further
upward movement of said inner casing.
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STATES PATENT OFFICE

My invention relates to cartons of the recus-
able type, having a hinged lid or cover member
with top and front cover walls and cover side
walls in articulation or other union. The cover is
foldable down over the open box end, and a means
is provided for releasably retaining the cover in
closed condition. This means, in its usual form
embodies an abutment on the inside of the cover
front wall, and an out-turned flap on the front
wall of the carton body. When the cover is
closed, the edge portion of the flap engages the
abutment to hold the cover in place. The cover
may be opened however, in spite of this holding
action; and during opening there Is sufficient flex-
ing of the .walls of the carton and/or the out-
turned flap itself to permit the flap to swing on
its line of articulation and release the cover
Cartons of this general type have been describedm the co-pending application of Williamson and
Carruth, Serial No. 451.711 filed July 21, 1942,
Patent No. 2,369,387, February 13, 1945 entitled
Hinged cover containers.
For the most part, such cartons require a spe-

cial setting up operation for the cover part, en-
tailing commercially the use of special machines.
One of the objects of this invention Is to provide
a carton of the type described which does hot re-
quire elaborate mechanism for the setting up of
the cover portion.

It is an object of this invention to provide a
carton which may be manufactured and tubed as
such by methods current in the art, and on the
standard carton tubing or folding devices, and
which can be handled during filling and closure
in the same ways as are current for the filling
and closure of ordinary tuck-end or seal-end tu-
bular cartons.

It is an object of my invention to provide in
such a structure for the formation of the type of
closure outlined above either wholly by hand, or
with very simple mechanism, and either before or
after the filling and final closure of the carton.

It is an object of my invention to provide a
carton which, as initially produced, is a tubed
structure, but from which a cover and associated
Inter-engagement parts may be simply set up
utilizing portions of the Initial side and end walls
of the box for the purpose.

It is an object of my invention thus to provide
a carton having severable portions in side and
end walls for the purpose described, but requir-
ing no bodily removal of any portions to produce
the ultimate form.

It is an object of my invention to provide a

2,396,310

KECLOSABLE CARTON
Gibson Tangblut, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to
The Gardner-Richardson Company, Middle-
town, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Application April 15, 1944, Serial No. 531,217

8 Claims. (CL 229—44)
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carton in. which not only is the abutment for the
66

cover portion formed from a portion of the car-
ton front wall, but in which additional portions
of the carton front and side walls provide a means
for holding the said abutment in place with re-
spect to the cover as will hereinafter be de-
scribed.

These and other objects of my Invention which
will be set forth below, or will be apparent to one
skilled in the art upon reading these specifica-
tions, I accomplish by that certain construction
and arrangement of parts of which I shall now
describe an exemplary embodiment.
Reference is made to the accompanying draw-

ing wherein:
Figure 1 is a plan view of a blank for my exem-

plary carton.
Figure 2 is a front elevation of the tubed and

erected carton after closure.
Figure 3 is a side elevation thereof

.

Figure 4 is a partial perspective view showing
the arrangement of parts after the cover portion
has been erected or set up from the structure of
Figures 2 and 3, the cover portion being open.

Figure 5 is a partial side view of a completed
structure with the cover closed.

Figure 6 is a longitudinal sectional view thereof.
In these figures solid lines are representative

of lines of cut; a solid line with dotted lines on
either side is representative of a line of score; a
heavy dashed line is representative of a line of
weakening in the blank upon which the blank
may later be severed. The mode of formation of
the line of weakening Is not a limitation on this
invention. It may be formed in any of the known
ways, as by a line of perforations, a line of elon-
gated or discontinuous slits, an elongated cut line,
continuous except for small portions to hold the
parts in initial assembly, or otherwise as may be
desired.

In general, the carton comprises front and back
walls I and 2, side walls 3 and 4, and a glue flap 5,
in suitable order and articulation for tubing on
conventional equipment. The ends of the side
and end walls will be provided with closure flaps
of any of the known types.

I have shown in Figure 1, short top side wall
flaps 6 and 7, articulated to the side walls 3 and
4 along the score line 8, a top flap 8 articulated
to the front wall I, and a tuck flap 10 articulated
to the top flap 9. At the bottom of the blank
there are flaps II and 12 articulated to the side
walls 3 and 4, a bottom flap 13 articulated to the
back wall 2, and a tuck flap 14 articulated to the
bottom flap 13. This arrangement is character-
istic of standard tuck-end construction. In
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standard seal-end construction the tuck flaps 1

6

and (fl would be eliminated, while the front wall
I at its bottom, and the back wall 2 at its top,

would carry in articulation, other flaps similar to

8 and 13, so_ that the box could be sealed by ad-
hesive ajg^ieAJjj^wejanJapping pairsj3ptop~and
battb^rcIosure_flaps. A seal^end flap on the top
6f~back wall 2. lsJndlcated m dotted lines at I -3

"In Figure 1. Other forms of closure structure,
such as interlocking flaps, may be likewise em-
ployed.

In my carton a score line ! 6 is formed in the
front and back walls of the carton downwardly
from the upper edges of these walls by a distance
substantially equal to the thickness of the carton
from front wall to back wall . This distance may
be slightly exceeded to facilitate the operation of
the cover as will hereinafter become apparent/
The score line is preferably continued across the
glue Hap also as shown. .In line with this score
the side wails S and 4 are provided with lines ,of
weakening (7. The score line 18 demarks an
upper portion of the back wall 2 indicated at (8.

The cut lines (7 demark upper portions of the
side walls 3 arid &, which portions are provided
with diagonal scores 19 and 20. A cut line, or
line of weakening 21, extends partially across the
upper portion , of wall I, and parallel to the score
lines 8 and 16. At the ends of this score line
there, are others, 22 and 23, connecting it diag-

.
orially with the lines of weakening 17 as shown.
The cut lines 2(, 22 and 23 demark a flap 24,

which is articulated to the front wall 9 by score
line 16, and an abutment member 25, which is

articulated to the top wall 9 by score 8.

I prefer to provide a diagonal score line 26
connecting the upper right-hand corner of front
wall I with the juncture between cut lines 22
and 23, arid also a diagonal score line 27 connect-
ing the upper left-hand corner of front wall fl

with the juncture of liries 2 J and 22. These last
mentioned score lines facilitate the setting up
of the cover portion as will hereinafter be ex-
plained; but where the board is sufficiently thin
and flexible they may be omitted.
^The blank structure of Figure 1, or the variants

referred to, will be tubed in the usual fashion -oh
standard carton machinery^ This is done^by
benp^gJ;heJ)lank.alongj^^^
aghesive having>e_en applied to the glue flap 8. in
sugha manner as to adheraJfae glue-flan.inside
the„oufcer_ejdge_of^back^wall 2. The cartons in
thisJpj^Lare.shipped.tojthe^ser. ~

.
..

-

The user erects the tubed cartons by squaring
them up as is the usual practice; and the cartons
may likewise be filled and closed in the usual
fashion and, where available, by the usual fill-

ing and closing machinery. Tha*op enable cover
portion _will be set up after the__c!osure of the
fop, of the carton in the normaj fashionT This
may be done before,fliung^anTbefore the clo"§ure

oi the_bottom_of the l^ojrajrg^^
max^H^quent^ be mieTtgfmSjh^^
Or it may be done after the closure of the carton
at both top and bottom, and prior to the ship-
ment of the goods in the carton. Yet again, the
filled and closed carton as illustrated in Figures
2 and 3, may be shipped to the ultimate con-
sumer who can then open the carton up by bend-
ing back the top portion thereof so as to cause
the carton to part in walls 8, i and 4 on the cut
lines or lines of weakening 17., 21, 22 arid 23.

Then the ultimate consumer, after using a por-
tion of the contents of the carton (assuming it

to have been completely filled), can quite simply
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setup the cover portion so as to make use of the
reclosable feature.
In any event, the top closure is set up by frac-

turing or parting the carton along the cut lines

17, 21, 22 and 23. . This frees the flap 24 which
then can be bent over outside the front wall I

,

as shown in Figure 4. The abutment member 25
is bent over on the score line 8, inside and paral-
lel to the top wall 9. The upper portions of the
side wails bend respectively, on the diagonal score

lines (9 and 20, folding over inside the upper side

wall portions; and the adjacent articulated tri-

angular areas of the upper portion of, the front
wall demarked at the left by score lines 28 and
27, and cut line 22, and at the right by score lines

29 and 26 and cut line 23 form a structure to keep
the abutment 25 in the position aforesaid.

The cover is shown in completely set up but
open condition in Figure 4. ; It is closed by bend-
ing it forwardly and upwardly on score line If 6

in back wall 2, and in the glue flap. In its final

closed position as illustrated in Figures 5 and 6,

the top wall 9 of the carton has become the cover
front wall, while the upper portion 18 of the back
wall 2 has become the cover top wall. The cover

side walls are triangular in conformation and
have been formed from the upper portions of side

walls S and 5. In the closed position of the
cover, the edge of flap 24 engages behind the edge
of abutment 25 as shown in Figure 6,

The setting ;up of the cover portion as described
may be done wholly by hand; but it may also be
done by a simple mechanical plunger device for

engaging and depressing those parts of the upper
portions of front wall I and side walls 2 and fl,

which are to be disposed inwardly of the cover
proper. The infolded construction' which has
been described serves to maintain the abutment
25 in position against the cover front wall tightly

enough to prevent the flap 2fl from passing be-
hind it. Hence no other attachment of abutment
25 to wall 9 is required, although the abutment
may be stapled or otherwise attached if desired.

It will be evident that the improvement may be
applied to cartons of widely varying dimensions,
and further that it will be within the skill of the
worker in the art so to position the upper ends
of the score lines demarking the front wall from
adjacent side walls as to relieve the binding effect

of the formed cover at the sides of the carton

when it is in the position shown in Figures 5 and
6, and also so to. position the score line i6 in back
wall 2 as to relieve the binding effect of the ulti-

mate cover front wall.

Having thus described my invention, what I

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters Pat-
ent is:

1. A carton blank for the purpose described

having in articulation enclosing walls and a glue

flap, means at the wail ends to form end closures,

a line of demarcation extending across the said

walls inwardly from end portions thereof approx-
imately the width of one of the walls, said line of

demarcation in a pair of said walls being a score

line and being a line of weakening in another pair

of said walls, a line of weakening extending later-

ally in the upper portion of one of said first men-
tioned pair of walls and of less length, said last

mentioned line of weakening being 'connected by
other lines of weakening extending diagonally to

the said score line at the edges of said wall, the

demarked portions of the second mentioned pair

of walls having diagonal score lines therein ex-

tending from said line of demarcation to the end
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corners of said wall portion containing said in-
termediate line of weakening.

2. In a blank for the purpose described, a side
wall, a front wall, a side wall and a back wall in
articulation in the order named, together with a
glue flap, means at the ends of said walls for
forming closures for. a carton erected from said
blank, a line of demarcation extending laterally
across said blank, spaced from an edge of said

wall to the upper corners of said side walls ad-
jacent said front wall, and diagonal score lines
connecting the meeting points of said lines of
weakening in said front wall with the up^er cor-
ners of said front wall, said means for closure
constituting flaps articulated to the upper and
lower ends of said side walls, top and bottom
flaps articulated respectively to the upper end of
said front wall and the lower end of said back

walls by substantially the width of said side walls, 10 wall and tuck flaps articulated to said top and
and constituting score lines in said front and bottom flaps.
back walls and lines of weakening in said side 5. In a blank for the purpose described, a side
walls, said line of demarcation dividing upper wall, a front wall, a side wall and a back wall in
portions of said walls from lower portions there- articulation in the order named, together with a
of

,
a line of weakening extending partially across 15 glue flap, means at the ends of .said walls for

the upper portion of said front wall intermediate ' forming closures for a carton erected from said
said line of demarcation and the top edge of said blank, a line of demarcation extending laterally
wall, lines of weakening connecting the ends of across said blank, spaced from an edge of said
said last mentioned line of weakening in said front walls by substantially the width of said side walls,
wall with the said line of demarcation therein at 20 and constituting score lines in said front and
the side edges of -.said wall, and diagonal score back walls and lines of weakening in said side
lines in the upper portions of said side wans ex- walls, said line of demarcation dividing upper
tending from said line of demarcation at the edges portions of said-walls from lower portions thereof,
of said side walls removed from said front wall to a line of weakening extending partially across
the upper corners of said side walls adjacent said 25 the upper portion of said front wall intermediate
front wall. saitj iine 0f demarcation and the top edge of said

3. In a blank for the purpose described, a side wall, lines of weakening connecting the ends of
wall, a front wall, a side wall and a back wall in said last mentioned line of weakening in said
articulation in the order named, together with a front wall with the said line of demarcation there-
glue flap, means at the ends of said walls for 30 in at the side edges of said wall, diagonal score
forming closures for a carton erected from said lines in the upper portions of said side walls ex-
blank, a line of demarcation extending laterally tending from said line of demarcation at the edges
across said, blank, spaced from an edge of said of said side walls removed from said front wall
walls by substantially the width of said side walls, to the upper corners of said side walls adjacent
and constituting score lines in said front and back 35 said front wall( and diagonal score lines con-
walls and lines of weakening in said side walls,
said line of demarcation dividing upper portions
of said walls from lower portions thereof, a line of
weakening extending partially across the upper
portion of said front wall intermediate said line
of demarcation and the top edgeof said wall, lines
of weakening connecting the ends of said last
mentioned line of weakening in said front wall
with the said line of demarcation therein at the
side edges of said' wall, and diagonal score lines
in the upper portions of said side walls extends
ing from said line of demarcation at the edges of
said side walls removed from said front wall to the
upper corners of said side walls adjacent said
front wall, and diagonal score lines connecting the
meeting points of said lines of weakening in said
front wall with the upper corners of said front
wall.

4. In a blank for the purpose described, a side
wall, a front wall, a side wall and a back wall in
articulation in the Order named, together with a
glue flap, means at the ends of said walls for
forming closures* for a carton erected from said
blank, a line of demarcation extending laterally
across said blank, spaced from an idge of said
walls by substantially the width of said side walls,

and constituting score lines in said front arid back
walls and lines of weakening in said side walls,
said line of demarcation dividing upper portions
of said walls from lower portions thereof.a line of
weakening extending partially across the. upper
portion of said front /wall intermediate said line
of demarcation and the top edge of said wall,

40
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necting the meeting points of said lines of weak-
ening in said front wall with the upper corners
of said front wall, said means of closure compris-
ing seal end flaps articulated respectively to the
ends of said walls.

6. A tubed carton structure comprising body
walls in articulation and means at the ends cf
the body walls for forming closures for the tubed
structure, a line for severance extending about
certain of said walls, and in an opposite pair of
said walls lying at a distance from the top of
the carton, substantially equivalent to a trans-;

verse dimension of said carton, said line for sev-
erance being configured in an intermediate wall
to provide a flap of less width than said dimension
turnable outside said wall and an abutment means
turnable inside the top closure of said carton,
additional walls being scored above said line cf
severance to provide portions for infolding, which
portions are connected with said abutment means,
and when infolded serve to retain said abutment
means inwardly against said top closure of .said

carton,

7. A tubed carton comprising a plurality of body
1

walls in articulation, and means at the ends of
said body walls to provide closures for said carton,
said carton having a line of demarcation running
about said body walls and spaced from the ends
thereof a distance substantially equivalent to one
transverse dimension of the erected carton, said
line of demarcation comprising a score line in two
of said walls and lines for severance in other
walls, one of said scored walls having a line of

lines of weakening connecting the ends of said^
70

' weakening intermediate said line of demarcation
last mentioned line of weakening in said front and the upper edge thereof, said line of weaken-
wall with the said line of demarcation therein at ing being less in length than the width of said
the side edges of said wall, and diagonal score wall, and connected at its ends with the edges
lines in the upper portions of said side walls . of said wall at said line of demarcation by addi-
extending from said line of demarcation a.t the 75

tional lines of weakening, a top portion of said
edges of said side walls removed from said front carton being severable along said lines of weak-
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ening from the remainder thereof excepting in
one of the said scored walls so as to provide a
hinged cover, the ; disposition of said lines of
weakening as aforesaid being such as to leave
upon the opposite wall a flap bendable outwardly

fiand to leave upon the cover an abutment member
bendable inwardly, together with adjacent artic-
ulated portions of the same and other walls bend-
able inwardly to maintain said abutment means
in folded position.

JO
i

8. In a tubed carton, front,: back and side wallsm articulation, a closure at each end of the said
tubed structure forming top and bottom walls

respectively, the front and side walls terminating
short of the top wall, an outwardly turned ilap
at the top edge of the front wall, cover wall por-
tions integral with said top wall structure at front
and side edges thereof, a portion of said wall at
the front edge thereof being turned inwardly to
form an abutment, and additional wall portions
at the front and side edges of said top wall struc-
ture and integral with said abutment being
turned inwardly to maintain said abutment in
folded position.

GIBSON YUNGBLTJT,
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partie basculante 37 k la partie courante 38 suffit au

maintien en position de fermeture de cette partie

basculante 37 sur cette partie courante 38.

Mais, lorsque, suivant la fldche F de la figure

5 8, une solicitation de pivotement est appliquee & la

partie basculante 37, bees et ddcoupes *chappent

censiblement eiastiquement les uns aux autres, & la

maniere de moyens d'encliquetage, ce qui permet A ladite

partie basculante 37 de se d6gager effectivement de

10 ladite partie courante 38, tel que schematise en traits

interrompus sur cette figure 8.

Un retour en position de fermeture de la partie

basculante 37 est cependant possible, les operations

correspondantes etant r6versibles.

15 Pour le reste. et k la difference des

dispositions d&crites dans le brevet principal, aucune

decoupe n'est prevue dans le panneau central 27 du
.

couvercle 13, ce qui lib§re la totality de celui-ci pour

d'6ventuelles impressions, et, en bordure de la ligne

20 d'ouverture 39, le couvercle 14 ne presente qu'une

decoupe 35 formant onglet, celle-ci etant alors etablie

k mi-distance des panneaux de cdt6 longitudinaux 29A

correspondants

,

La fleche, limitee, de cette decoupe 35 formant

25 onglet est en pratique etablie de manidre k ce que la

patte 35' qui en resulte pour la partie courante 38 ne

soit pas en mesure, lors du pivotement de la partie

basculante 37 autour de sa ligne charniere 22,

d'interferer avec les portions 10 contenues dans cette

30 partie basculante 37.

Bien entendu, la presente invention ne se limite

pas k la forme de realisation decrite et representee,

mais englobe toute variante d' execution.

En particulier, au lieu de n*etre prevue que sur

3 5 les seuls panneaux de cdte longitudinaux du corps de

l'emballage, la ligne de demarcation deiimitant les

moyens d'encliquetage debrayables suivant l
1 invention
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pourrait aussi bien affecter egalement les panneaux de

cdte longitudinaux du couvercle rapports sur ce corps.

Dans un tel cas une telle ligne de demarcation

se confond avec la totality du trongon correspondant de

5 la ligne d'ouverture et non pas avec la seule portion de

ce troncon int£ressant les seuls panneaux .de c6t6

longitudinaux du corps de 1'emballage.

En variante la ligne de demarcation pourrait

n 'affecter que les seuls panneaux de c6t£ longitudinaux

10 du couvercle.

Elle pourrait aussi n'&tre pr£vue que sur un

seul panneau de cdte longitudinal, que celui-ci

appartienne au corps ou au couvercle ou qu'il s'agisse

d'un panneau de cdt6 longitudinal de 1' ensemble.

15 Bien entendu, dans le cas, au moins oQ une telle

ligne de demarcation n'interesse que le corps ou que le

couvercle, il n'est pas prevu de colle a proximity

d'elle entre ce corps et ce couvercle, pour que celle

des portions d 1 emboitement qui, ainsi fornixes sur l'un

20 des elements que constitue ce corps ou ce couvercle,

appartient a la partie basculante de 1' ensemble, puisse

ef fectivement jouer librement par rapport a l 1 autre de

ces elements lors du pivotement de cette partie

basculante, et done en autoriser effectivement

25 l'ouverture. •
_..
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1 'autre (53) qui appartient & sa partie basculante (37).

3, Emballage suivant la revendication 2,

caractexise en ce que le panneau de c&t6 longitudinal

(19A) comportant la ligne de demarcation (51) appartient

5 au seul corps (13) et cette ligne de demarcation (51) se

confond avec la ligne d'ouverture (39) pour la portion

(23) de celle-ci int£ressant ce panneau de cdt€

longitudinal (19A).

4. Emballage suivant l'une quelconque des

10 revendications 2, 3 r caract£ris£ en ce que, le long de

la ligne de demarcation (51), un point de retention

d£chirable (24), au moins, relie la partie basculante

(37) k la partie courante (38) £ laquelle elle est

associee.

15 5. Emballage suivant l'une quelconque des

revendications 2 k 4, caracterise en ce que l'un et

I
1 autre de deux panneaux de cdt€ longitudinaux opposes

(19A) comportent une ligne de demarcation (51) y formant

des moyens d'encliquetage debrayables (50).

20 6. Flan suivant la revendication 7 du brevet

principal, caracterise en ce qu'il est propre a la

constitution du corps (13) d'un emballage (12) suivant

l'une quelconque des revendications 2 i 5.

7. Flan suivant la revendication 10 du brevet

25 principal, caracterise en ce qu'il est propre i la

constitution du couvercle (14) d'un emballage (12)

suivant l'une quelconque des revendications 2 & 5.
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• FIG.1 26 FIG.2
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ABSTRACT:
As described in the main patent, this refers to packaging which, intended for
packing contents subdivided into identical portions 10, has a tilting part 3 7
articulated by a hinge line 22 on a straight part 38 and' thus suitable for
forming" a dispenser for these portions 10. " " —

»

According to the invention, disengageable catch-fastening means, having a
projecting portion or portions in the form of a nose 53, are provided between
the tilting part 3 7 and the straight part 38. " -

Application, especially, to the packaging of food products and, for example,
processed cheese for spreading. < IMAGE
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